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1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
In this research, we explore the censored data problem from parametric models. The 
following sections introduce the motivations of our research and address the directions 
of our approach. 
1.1 Accurate Methods for Type I Censored Data 
Due to time constraints in life testing. Type I censored data commonly arise from 
life tests. To make inference on parameters and quantiles of the life distribution, ac­
curate confidence intervals (CTs) are needed. For Type II censored data (or uncen-
sored data) from location-scale distributions (or log-location-scale distributions). Law­
less (1982. page 1-17) presents pivotal quantities that can be used to obtain e.xact CIs 
for distribution parameters and quantiles analytically or through simulation. For Iype I 
censoring (more common in practice), however, neither pivotal quantities nor other exact 
confidence interval methods in general exist. 
Today, normal-approximation intervals are used most conmionly in commercial soft­
ware. These methods, however, may not have coverage probability close to nominal val­
ues for small to moderate number of failures, especially for one-sided confidence bounds. 
.Methods for finding i^etter approximate CIs is an important practical issue. .Many pa­
pers in the literature discuss the coverage probability of two-sided CIs. Most methods 
do not perform equally well when one-sided confidence bounds (CBs) are concerned, 
even though most practical problems are one-sided (e.g.. the cost of an error on one side 
is generally much different from the cost on the other side). We evaluate CI methods in 
order to find those that have high accuracy for both one-sided CBs and two-sided CIs 
and present those evaluations for both heavily censored and small sample cases. 
We show some special effects of Type I censoring. With Type I censoring, unlike 
the complete data or Type II censoring case, the distributions of MLEs have a discrete 
componeiU. .-Mso the pivotal-like statistics have distributions that depend on the pro­
portion failing. It is for these rea.sons that some bootstrap methods behave poorly in 
•)  
constructing confidence intervals for the p ciuantile when p is close to the proportion 
failing and tlie expected luiinber of failures is small. 
1.2 Performance of Bootstrap Likelihood Ratio Statistics 
The asymptotic distributions of likelihood ratio statistics had been studied for decades. 
Most previous work has focused on the situations in which the underling distribution 
is continuous (especially parametric families) or discrete (e.g. empirical distributions). 
With time censored data, the distribution of a likelihood ratio statistics is a mi.xture 
of continuous and discrete parts. .Jensen (1993) derives an Edgeworth expansion of log 
likelihood ratio (LLR) statistics for such data. For finding one-sided confidence intervals, 
the signed square root of log likelihood ratio (SRLLR) statistic is conmionly used. This 
likelihood ratio statistic usually provides more accurate approximate inferences than 
the more commonly used studentized ma.ximum likelihood estimators (see for example. 
Doganaksoy and Schmee (L993) and the first part of our study). However, generally 
tlie SRLLR statistics is approximated by the standard normal distribution only to first 
order [0(1//;^' ' ')].  even for complete continuous data (Barndorff-Xelsen 1994). 
The bootstrap is a general procedure of resampling to find an approximate sampling 
distribution. We extend the results from .Jensen (1993) and show that, under some 
regularity conditions, the distribution of the SRLLR statistics can be approximated up 
to second order accuracy [0{{/n]] by using the bootstrap procedure. 
1.3 Simultaneous Confidence Bands 
In life testing and reliability studies, the primary problem of interest is often to 
estimate an unknown cumulative distribution function (cdf). For example, sample units 
are put on a life test. The purpose might be to estimate the proportion failing over a 
range of time points. .Another example is the need to quantify nondestructive evaluation 
(.\ 'DE) capability. . \DE methods are often used to detect a range of subsurface flaws 
before processing expensive materials. We want to know the detection ability for different 
flaw sizes. These problems can be formulated as one where an unknown cdf is to be 
estimated. We will use the more familiar failure time language in our general discussion. 
Confidence intervals quantify the uncertainty of estimation. For example, pointwise 
confidence intervals with a specific confidence level can be computed for the cdf at 
particular times. When the interest is on the cdf for a range of times, the combination of 
these point wise coiifitlence intervals will not provide a simultaneous confidence band with 
same confidence level. Typically, for a given confidence level, a simultaneous confidence 
band would be wider than the joint set of pointwise confidence intervals. This is because 
we use the same amount of information from the data to do the inference for a specific 
point of interest as we use for inference on an infinite number of points. 
I  nlike pointwise confidence intervals, one cannot combine two 100(1 — a/"2)9r one­
sided simultaneous confidence bands to get a 100(1 — Q)VC two-sided simultaneous con­
fidence band. Different procedures are needed for one-sided and two-sided cases. Using 
the Wald statistics with Fisher information, Cheng and lies (19S;3. 1988) provide a gen­
eral procedure which can be applied to some continuous distribution that depends on a 
set of unknown parameters when data is complete. Censoring often arises in life data 
collection. Some theoretical results for complete data do not hold for censored data. Es­
pecially for Type I censoring, the Wald and likelihood ratio statistics no longer have the 
pivotal property (pivotal statistics have distributions that do not depend on unknown 
parameters) in location-scale models. The bootstrap method, however, provide a more 
accurate approximate distribution when the exact distributional form is not available. In 
the second part of our research we show that the bootstrap likelihood ratio statistics are 
generally second order accurate for complete and censored data. In the simulation study, 
we show that the bootstradissertationp Wald statistics with local information provide a 
confidence region with a coverage probability that appears to be as accurate as or more 
accurate than the bootstrap likelihood ratio statistics, even when the expected number 
of failures is small. 
1.4 Dissertation Organization 
The main body of this dissertation contains three papers that correspond to the 
problems raised in the previous sections. The first paper presented in Chapter 2 searches 
for accurate methods for Type I censored data. The second paper shown in Chapter 
3 investigates the asymptotic performance of Bootstrap likelihood ratio statistics. The 
third paper in Chapter 4 explores the construction of simultaneous confidence bands. 
Those results presented in Chapter 3 and 4 can be applied to both complete and censored 
data. Chapter o gives the conclusion of this research. 
[ 
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2 COMPARISONS OF WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION 
APPROXIMATE CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
PROCEDURES FOR TYPE I CENSORED DATA 
A paper submitted to the Technonietics 
Shuen-Lin Jeng and William Q. Meeker 
Abstract 
This paper compares different procedures to compute confidence intervals for pa­
rameters and quantiles of the Weibull distribution for Type I censored data from life 
test experiments. The methods can be classified into three groups. The first group 
contains methods based on the conmionly-used normal approximation for the distribu­
tion of (possibly transformed) studentized maximum likelihood estimators. The second 
group contains methods based on the likelihood ratio statistic and its modifications. 
The methods in the third group use a parametric bootstrap approach, including the use 
of bootstrap-type simulation to calibrate the procedures in the first two groups. .All of 
these procedures are justified on the basis of large-sample asymptotic theory. We use 
Monte Carlo simulation to investigate the finite sample properties of these procedures. 
Our results show that the coverage probability of one-sided confidence bounds is much 
worse than those of two-sided confidence intervals calculated from methods in the first 
and second group. L'sual normal-approximation methods are crude unless the expected 
number of failures is large (> 50 or 100). The likelihood ratio methods work much 
better and provide an adequate procedure down to 30 or 20 failures. The second-order 
bootstrap procedures do not perform equally well in small samples. By using bootstrap 
methods with caution, the coverage probability is close to nominal for expected number 
of failures down to 15 or less and even down to 10 or less for lightly censored cases 
([proportion failing > 50'/t).  E.xceptional ca.ses. which are due to problems cau.sed by the 
6 
iypr I cerisofirig. are noted. 
Keywords: Bartlett correction. Ijia.s-corrected acceleratenl bootstrap, bootstrap-/, life 
data, likelihood ratio. .NIL estimator, parametric bootstrap. Type I censoring. 
2.1 Introduction 
2.1.1 Objectives 
Due to time constraints in life testing. Type I censored data commonly arise from 
life tests. To make inference on parameters and quantiles of the life distribution, ac­
curate confidence intervals (CIs) are needed. For Type II censored data (or uncen-
sored data) from location-scale distributions (or log-location-scale distributions). Law­
less (19Sl2. page 1-17) presents pivotal quantities that can be used to obtain exact CIs 
for distribution parameters and quantiles analytically or through simulation. For Type I 
censoring (more common in practice), however, neither pivotal nor other exact confi­
dence interval methods in general exist. 
Today, normal-approximation intervals are used most commonly in conmiercial soft­
ware. These methods, however, may not have coverage probability close to nominal val­
ues for small to moderate number of failures, especially for one-sided confidence bounds. 
Methods for finding better approximate CIs is an important practical issue. .Many pa­
pers in the literature discuss the coverage probability of two-sided CIs. .Most methods 
do not perform equally well when one-sided confidence bounds (CBs) are concerned, 
even though most practical problems are one-sided (e.g.. cost of an error on one side is 
generally much different from the cost on the other side). We evaluate CI methods in 
order to find those that have high accuracy for both one-sided CBs and two-sided CIs 
and present those evaluations for both heavily censored and small sample cases. 
We show some special effects of Type I censoring. With Type I censoring, unlike 
the complete data or Type II censoring case, the distributions of MLEs have a discrete 
component. .Also the pivotal-like statistics have distributions that depend on the pro­
portion failing. It is for these reasons that some bootstrap methods behave poorly in 
constructing confidence intervals for the p quantile when p is close to the proportion 
failing and the expected number of failures is small. 
2.1.2 Related Work 
For one-parameter disitributions. exact confidence l)ound methods exist for the pa­
rameter or monotone functions of the parameter like distribution ciuantiles or failure 
probability (e.g.. Mood. Graybill and Bose 197-1. Section \ '[II.4 and Casella and Berger 
1990. Section 9.2). When there are nuisance parameters, the situation is more compli­
cated. For location-scale distributions, exact CIs can be obtained for parameters and 
some functions of the parameters based on complete or Type II censored data. For 
Type I censoring, using a model with one or more nuisance parameters, there are no 
known exact methods. Cnder usual regularity conditions, the large-sample approxi­
mate methods described in Section 2 work generally for distributions with two or more 
parameters. 
In application. CIs based on normal-approximation theory (XORM method) of the 
.ML estimator are popular. They are easy to calculate and the method has been im­
plemented in most commercial software packages. Proper transformation of the .ML 
estimator (TXOR.M method) can improve the approximation to the normal distribu­
tion. For example, statistics transformed to have a range over whole real line may 
perform closer to normal than those with finite boundaries. 
Piegorsch (1987) explored the likelihood based interval for two-parameter exponential 
samples with Type I censoring. For the inference on the scale parameter, the coverage 
probabilities for two-sided CI becomes adequate when sample size reaches 25. Ostrou-
chov and .Meeker (19S8) showed that CIs based on inverting log likelihood ratio (LLR) 
tests provide better a approximation than TXOR.M CIs with interval censored data and 
Type I censoring for the Weibull and lognormal distributions, \ander VViel and .Meeker 
(1990) showed that for Type I censored Weibull data from case in accelerated life tests. 
LLR based CIs are better than those from the T.XOR.M method. 
Doganaksoy and Schmee (1993) compared four methods for Type I censored data 
from Weibull and lognormal distributions. They are .\ORM. LLR. the standardized 
LLR, and the LLR with Bartlett correction (LLRB.A.RT). They found that LLR-based 
methods perform much better than .NORM intervals. With complete or moderately 
censored data, the standardized LLR considerably improves the approximation especially 
for small samples (down to 10 expected failures.) Doganaksoy (1995) reviewed likelihood 
ratio confidence intervals for reliability and life-data analysis applications. He notes that 
the LLRB.-\RT CIs have been used very little in applications due to the computational 
difficulties of implementation. 
Recent research indicates that the bootstrap is a very powerful method for com-
s 
[)iitiiig accurate approximate conHfleiice intervals. Hall ( l!)87. 1992). Efroii and Fil)-
shirani (1993). Shao and Tu (1995) describe bootstrap theory and methods in detail.  
The parametric bootstrap method mimics the distribution of statistics by simulation or 
re-sampling. 
Robinson (1983) applied the bootstrap method to location and scale distributions. 
The statistics used for constructing confidence intervals are pivotal c[uantities in the 
case of complete or Type 11 censored data. He used the method to find CTs for multiple 
time-censored progressive data and used simulation to evaluate coverage probabilities. 
The parametric bootstrap-/ (PBT) is second-order accurate under smoothness con­
ditions (Efron 1982). The percentile method (Efron 1981) is very easy to implement 
but usually is only first-order accurate for one-sided CBs. The bias-corrected method 
(BC. Efron 1982) generally has better performance than the percentile method. The 
bias-corrected accelerated method (B(/.\.  Efron 1987) provides an alternative, more ac­
curate. method to construct CTs that usually improves the performance of percentile 
and BC method in complete samples. 
The signed-root log-likelihood ratio (SRLLR) statistic has an approximate normal 
distribution in large samples (Barndorff-Xielsen and Cox 1994. page 101). .Modified SR­
LLR method (Barndorff-.Xielsen 1986. 1991) is third-order accurate in complete samples 
but needs much more efforts to get the modification term. I 'sing bootstrap simulation 
to obtain the sampling distribution of the .SRLLR statistic (PBSRLLR). instead of using 
the large-sample approximate distribution (normal), improves the procedure's coverage 
probabilities, especially for one-sided CBs. PBSRLLR method is different from the one 
that uses bootstrap simulation procedure to approximate the distribution of LLR statis­
tic (PBLLR, see .\ppendix .A.2) and has accuracy has accuracy better than the PBLLR 
method for one-sided cases. 
2.1.3 Overview 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model and 
the estimation method. Section 3 provides details of the methods for finding approximate 
CIs. Section 4 describes the design of the simulation experiment. Section o presents the 
general results from the simulation experiment. Section 6 contains conclusions from the 
experiment and suggestions for use in applications. Section 7 discusses some special 
effects of Type I censoring that lead to poor performance of some simulation-based 
CI/CB procedures. Discussion and directions for future research are given in .Section 8. 
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2.2 Model and Estimation 
2.2.1 Model 
If T has a W'eibull distribution, then V = log(r) has a smallest extreme value (SEV) 
distriliution with density 
where // and a are location and scale parameters. The q quantileof the SE\ distribution 
is !j. ,  = Fy^iq] = ;/ + c,,cr. where c,, = log[— log( I —f/)] is the q quantile of the standardized 
(/z = 0. and rr = I) SEV distribution. Define q = cxp(/L/) and .i = l/^r as W'eibull 
parameters. 
2.2.2 ML Estimation 
W'e use /? and 3 to denote the ML estimators of the SEV parameters. Because of the 
invariance property of ML estimators, y,, = /7+c,,a is the ML estimator of the q quantile of 
t h e  S E N '  d i s t r i b u t i o n .  . - \ . l s o  t h e  M L  e s t i m a t o r s  o f  t h e  W ' e i b u l l  p a r a m e t e r s  a r e  a  =  e s p ( f i )  
and i  — 1/5. The ML estimator of the q Weibull quantile is = exp(y,). .-Mso 
tj . ,  = fi+c.jd is the ML estimator of the q quantile of the SEV distribution. More generally 
the .ML estimator of a function gift,  a) is g = giji.a). For any function of interest, 
i t  i s  p o s s i b l e  t o  r e - p a r a m e t e r i z e  b y  d e f i n i n g  a  o n e - t o - o n e  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n .  g { f i . a )  =  
{gi(l.i .  a), ^)) = 6. that contains the function of interest among its elements. For 
example gi{f.i.rr) could be a distribution quantile or failure probability. Then ML fitting 
can be carried out for this new parameterization in a manner that is the same as that 
described above for (f-i.tr). This provides a procedure for obtaining ML estimates and 
likelihood confidence intervals for any scalar or vector function of (/i.  cr). For more details 
see Lawless (1982. Chapter -I). 
Let 6  = [ 0 \ J ) i )  be the unknown parameter vector, where O i  is the parameter of 
interest and is a nuisance parameter. Typically 0 could be [f-L.cr) or L{8) is the 
likelihood and let /.,  denote the specified censoring time. Let /j  /„ be n observations 
and cdf 
\  (T y 
oc < !j  <  yz .  —yz < ft  <  yz .a  > Q.  
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Tabic 2.1 Abbreviations for CB/C'I niethocls 
NORM .Normal-approximation 
T.XORM Transformed normal-approximation 
LLR Log likelihood ratio 
LLRB.ART Log likelihood ratio Bartletl corrected 
PBT Parametric bootstrap-/ 
PTBT Paranietric transformed bootstrap-/ 
PBSRLLR Parametric bootstrap signed scjuare root LLR 
PBP Parametric bootstrap percentile 
PBBC.A Parametric bootstrap bias-corrected accelerated 
PBBC Parametric bootstrap l)ias-corrected 
(e.g., failure or censoring limes) from a life test. If the observations are independent, 
then the censored-data likelihood is 
n 
( = 1  
where f'), = 1 if is a failure t ime and Si ~ 0 if observation i is censored at 
2.3 Confidence Bound/Interval Methods 
This section describes the different CI/CB procedures that we study in tliis paper. 
For more details, see the given references. Table 2.1 shows the abbreviation for each 
metiiod. t.et denote an approximate CI for 0i with nominal coverage probability 
1 — n. where ii is the sample size. The procedure for obtaining is said to be ^-th 
order accurate if Pv{0^ G ) = I — q + If there is no 0{-)  term in the 
equation, we say that the procedure for is "exact." 
2.3.1 Normal-Approximation Methods 
Normal-approximation method (NORM). Suppose 9 is the ML estimator of the 
parameter vector B. L'nder the usual regularity conditions, 6 is asymptoticly normal 
and efficient (Serfling 1980, page 14S). Let Iq denote the Fisher information matrix and 
be an estimator that converges to in probability when n increases to oc. 
where /g'"" is the (1.1) term of the inverse of le- Then tlie distribution of {9\ 
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is approximately .V(0. 1) in large samples. iiormal-appro.ximation 100(1 — o)'/  con­
fidence inter\ 'al can be obtained from Oi ± ). where tlit" . \(0. I) 
distribution 1 — o/2 quantile. [n this paper n[s^(6/i)]" is obtained from the inverse of the 
local estimate of the Ig (e.g.. Nelson 1982. page 377). 
Transformed normal-approximation method (TNORM). W'hen an ML estimator 
has its range on only part of the real line, a monotone continuously differentiable func­
tion g(Oi) with range on the entire real line could have a better normal-approximation 
(Xelson. I9S2. page .'i . '}!). Let g'(Oi) denote the derivative of f/(^i) and let n{s'e[5(^i)]}" be 
an estimator that converges to g'(0i)[g^'^^g'{0i) in probability. I 'sing the delta method. 
[^/(^^) ~ ^/(^l )]/se[^(^i)] ~ .V(0. I). Then an approximate confidence interval for Oi can 
be obtained from (j~^{g{Oi) ± -(i_,>/j)S^[^(^i)]}. where r(i_„/2) is the 1 — q/2 cjuantile 
of the .V(0. 1) distribution. Typically g could be the log function for a scale parameter 
or for positive c[uantilc parameters and the logit or tanh function for a probability pa­
rameter. In this paper n{s^[^(^^,)]}" is taken to be g'[Oi)V"^'^^ g'{0\). where /gis the local 
estimate of Iq .  
2.3.2 Likelihood Ratio Methods 
Log LR method (LLR). The profile likelihood for 0^ is defined as 
U O x . O i )  
R { O x )  = max 
L i O ]  
(2.1) 
Let ir = —2 log/?(/?!). From Serfling (1980. Section 4.4). the limiting distribution of 
W is Thus an approximate 100(1 — a}% confidence interval can be calculated from 
min{ir~'(jj)} and max{l'r~'([j)}, where is the inverse mapping and 
I) the 1 — a quantile of distribution with 1 degree of freedom. 
Log LR Bartlett corrected method (LLRBART). Because the expectation of 
^'/^(IT) is ecjual to the mean of the \f distribution, the distribution of WIE[W) 
will be better approximated by the distribution (Bartlett 1937). In general one 
must substitute an estimate for E{\'V) computed from one's data. For complicated 
problems (e.g.. those involving censoring) it is necessary to estimate of E{\V) by using 
simulation. Then an approximate 100(1 — a)'X confidence interval can be obtained by 
using min{ir- '[\(-,_,, ijt 'fir)]} and max{ir- '[v(-,_a.i)^(l ' ')]}-
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2.3.3 Parametric Bootstrap Methods 
riie following melfiods use the "bootstrap principle" or Monte Carlo evaluation of 
sampling distributions. Suppose a statistic .s'  is a function of random variables with 
a distribution that depends on the parameter 9. The parametric bootstrap version 
.s'" of .S is the same function but evaluated at data ("bootstrap sample") simulated 
using 6 instead of the unknown 9. Using 9 in place of the distribution parameters, the 
distribution of . ' i" can be calculated analytically in simple situations, or by simulation 
in general. 
Parametric bootstrap-/ method (PBT). (Efron 19S2) Let Oi be the .ML estimator 
of Oi and let Ol be the ML estimator from bootstrap data. .Also let be the o 
qiiantile of  the distribution of  (/?i — where is the bootstrap version 
of sf'(^^i). In this paper we choose to be the same as in the .\ORM method. The 
appro.ximate 100(1 — o j ' X  confidence limits are computed from O t  — ^(^i) and 
"1(1—1/21 
Parametric transformed bootstrap-/ method (PTBT). Let g be a smooth mono­
tone function generally chosen such that g(0i) has range on whole real line. Let Oi be 
the .ML estimator of 0i and let 0^ be the bootstrap version .ML estimator. Let ^ 
be the c> quantile of the distribution of [(/(f,) — ff(^i )]/se'[^(6>i)]. where se'[£7(6'i)] is the 
bootstrap version of s9>[^(6/i)]. In this paper we choose s^[^(6^i)] to be the same as in 
the T.XORM method. .An appro.ximate 100(1 — Q )9r confidence interval for 0i can be 
computed from g~^{g(Oij -  )]} and </~'{(/(0i) -
Parametric bootstrap signed square root log LR method (PBSRLLR). Let 
r(6^i) = sign(6'i — 21og R(0i)j ' ' ' '  denote the signed square root of the log likelihood 
ratio statistic. In large samples, the distribution of V (0i) can be approximated by a 
normal distribution. Obtaining the distribution by simulation, however, captures the 
asymmetry of the distribution and hence provides a better approximation for finding 
confidence bounds for di. Suppose that r^-- is the a cjuantileof the bootstrap distribu­
tion of \ (Ol). Then an approximate 100(1 — a}9c confidence interval can be computed 
from min{l).r~'(^Y* )} and max{l'" '(tv< ).l '" '(t--- )}. 
Parametric bootstrap percentile method (PBP). (Efron 19S1) Let Oi be the ML 
estimator of fJi and let 0^ be the bootstrap version of the ML estimator. Suppose 
is the o c|uantile of the distribution of Oj. Then an approximate 100( 1 —o)% confidence 
l ; }  
iiitfrval for f)i can l)e roiuputed from and there exists an increasing 
transformation (.•„(£'i) and a continuous, increasing and symmetric distriijution such 
that 
< x} = ^(.r) 
holds, then the PBP CI procedure is exact. Otherwise the one-sided PBP CBs are only 
Krst order accurate. .Vote that the forms of c',i  and ^ need not be known to compute 
the interval. 
Parametric bootstrap bias-corrected accelerated method (PBBCA). Based on 
concerns expressed on Schenker and Patwardhan (19S5). Efron (19S7) suggested an im­
proved percentile bootstrap method that corrected for both bias and non-constant scale 
and named it BC.-\. (bias-corrected and accelerated) method. Efron and Tibshirani (1993. 
.Section 14.3) showed an easier way to obtain BC.A. confidcnce intervals. .An appro.ximate 
100( 1 — aY'A confidence interval is given by )• ^i( >2) quantile 
of the distribution of 0^ and 
. f ^ , -0 + -a/2 \  A. -l-a/2 
Oi — ^ I -0 + •; 1 . Q i — 4* I -0 
1 ~ f'(-0 + -a/j) /  V 1 ~0 + Cl-.i/ ' i) / 
B 
ELi (^u-i -
Csually 4> is taken to be the standard normal cdf. Here = <yi(.V[,]). .V[,] is the 
original sample with the /th point .r,  deleted. 6'if.j  = ^'=1 ^ quantile of 
norrrial distribution. B is the number of the bootstrap samples, and 0\{b).b = 1 B 
are bootstrap versions of Oi. 
If there is an increasing function Vn (the exact form need not be known) such that 
O f ) — '- 'ri(^'l) , /  \ \ 
i ~n TTTT' + -0 < -z- > = 
I-i-ai.v(0i) J 
then the BC.A. CI procedure is exact. 
Parametric bootstrap bias-corrected method (PBBC). Suppose that there exists 
an increasing function c,, (the exact form could be unknown), a cumulative distribution 
function <t>(.r) (the exact form needs to be specified) and 
Pr |(. ' , i(<'i) — (.\ ,(0i) -r ^0 < -' 'I  — *J'(-f)-
l-l 
l:Lfron ( 1982) showed that the exact ( '[ procedure for Ox can be obtained. For most cases 
tlie form of is not available, and the standard normal cdf is suggested for <&. This is 
the special case of the PBBC'.A method and can be calculated as in the PBBC.A method 
by putting ?i = 0. 
2.4 Simulation Experiment 
This section describes our sinuilation e.xperiment to compare the different confidence 
interval procedures. 
2.4.1 Simulation Design 
Our simulation experiment was designed to study the following factors: 
•  /;/: the expected proportion failing by the censoring time. 
•  E { r )  = n p f - .  the expected number of failures before the censoring time. 
W'e used 2000 Monte Carlo samples for each p j  and E ( r )  combination. The levels used 
were pj — .01. .Oo. .1. -o. .7. .9. 1 and E(r) = o. 7. 10. 15. 20. -JO. 50 and 100. 
For each .Monte Carlo sample we obtained the .ML estimates of the scale parameter and 
the t |uantiles /y,,.  q = .01. .05. .1. .5. .6;32 and .9. where p = The one-sided 
100( 1 —(>)'/{ confidence bounds were calculated for Q =.025 and .05. Hence the two-sided 
Cls. 90'X and 95'/(. can be obtained by combining the upper and lower CBs. Without 
loss of generality, we sampled from an SE\' distribution with // = 0 and a = [. 
Because the number of failures before the time censoring is random, it is possible to 
have as few as r = 0 or 1 failures in the simulation, especially when E{r) is small. With 
r — 0. .ML estimates do not exist. With r = 1. LR intervals may not exist. Therefore, 
we calculate the results conditionally on the cases with r > 1. and report the observed 
nonzero proportions that resulted in r < I. 
2.4.2 Parameter Estimation and Computation Methods 
.ML estimates of and or were obtained by solving the simultaneou.s equations in 
.Appendix .\.1.1. For finding the confidence limits from LR methods, two eciuations 
from the log likelihood were u.sed. The first one specifies the c|uantile to be estimated. 
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riie second equation assures tliat the constrained ML estimator will be achieved for the 
luiisance parameter. See the Appendix A. 1.2-AI..-! for further details. 
The Fortran subroutines DXSQE and N'XES from netlib (http://www.netlib.org) 
were used to solve the simultaneous nonlinear equations. The TXORM confidence limits 
were used as starting values. For the small e.Kpected number failing cases (E(r) < 10) 
and heavy censoring [pj < .2). the start values were not always close enough to the 
solution of equations. Two methods were attempted to overcome the difficulties. First 
we switched from the Powell hybrid method to a line search method. If line search failed, 
as a last resort, we used different sets of start values obtained from a grid search and this 
method was always successful. The program was written in Fortran with calculations 
performed in double precision. The accuracy for the parameter estimates and the CT 
calculation was appro.ximately 6 significant digits. 
The computer time required for the simulation is an increasing function of the e.\-
[)ected nimiber of failures. Sinuilating bootstrap intervals is computationally intensive. 
For E{r) = 3 and pj = I  it  takes about 10 seconds to calculate one Monte Carlo sinui-
lation trial for all CTs for different methods and parameters. For E(r) = 100 and pf = I 
it takes approximately 80 seconds. We used 2000 replications in the simulation. Most 
of the simulations were done using DEC 3000 Model 900 .-Mpha workstations. 
2.4.3 Coverage Probability Comparisons 
Let 1 — o be the nominal coverage probability (CP) of a CI. and let I — a denote 
the corresponding .Monte Carlo estimate. The standard error of a is appro.vimately 
se( I — o) = [o( 1 — o)//;,] ' ' ' - .  where is the number of Monte Carlo simulation trials. 
For one-sided 9oV( CBs from 2000 simulations the standard error of CP estimation is 
[.05(1 — .95)/2000]' ' ' '  = .00-19. The .Monte Carlo error is approximately ±19( .  We say 
the method is adequate if the CP is within ±29c error for 9o% CBs and 90% CIs. 
If the estimated actual coverage probability is greater than (less than) 1 — Q then 
the CI procedure is conservative (anti-conservative). We say that coverage probability 
is approximately symmetric when the difference of the CP of lower and upper CBs is 
approximately the same. 
2.5 Results of Simulation Experiment 
The results of the simulation study were summarized using different numerical and 
graphical methods. Here we present some of the most interesting and useful graphical 
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Table 2.2 Nuiuber of the cases where /• = 0 or I in 2000 Monte Carlo sinui-
latiotis of the experiment. The expected numbers rounded to the 
nearest integer are shown inside parentheses. 
P f  
.01 .05 .10 .30 .50 .70 .90 
;5 :}79(;?95) ;565(;}s:r) 376(367) 308(298) 235 ( 218) 160(167) 63( 55) 
E { r )  5 8S( 79) 72( 74) 68( 67) 59( 52) 23( 21) lU 7) u 0) 
i 17( M) 16( 12) 13( 10) 3( 5) K I) 0( 0) 1( 0) 
10 0( 0) :}( 0) 0( 0) 0( 0) 0( 0) 0( 0) 0( 0) 
displays. Table 2.2 shows the number of Monte Carlo simulations which that had only 
0 or I failure. Those cases are excluded in calculating coverage probability. When 
E(r) > 10. there was no Monte Carlo simulation that had fewer than 2 failures. 
2.5.1 One-sided CBs 
Let I  CB (LCB) denote an upper (lower) confidence bound. Figure 2.1 shows the 
coverage probability of the one-sided approximate 959? CBs for the parameter a from 
10 methods for 5 cases of proportion failing. Figure 2.2 is the same type of graph as 
Figure 2.1 for the .1 quantile. t,i .  of Weibull distribution. The crossing of lines for some 
cases with E{r) = 'i and 5 in Figure 2.2 is due to dropping the simulation trials where 
r = 0 or 1. Figure 2.. '5 shows CPs when p/ = .5 for different cjuantiles. Figure 2.4 to 
I-igure 2.7 present a closcr comparison of CP for methods and parameters. 
For the parameter r r .  we have following results from Figure 2.1: 
•  For the NORM method both I 'CBs and LCBs have inaccurate CP for all pf. 
even when E{r) = 50. L'CBs are always anti-conservative and LCBs are always 
c o n s e r v a t i v e .  T h e  T N O R M  m e t h o d  h a s  C P s  c l o s e r  t o  t h e  n o m i n a l  o n e s  f o r  E { r )  >  
30 but the confidence bounds still have the same asymmetry as in NORM method. 
•  For the LLR method, as E { r )  <  20, L'CBs are anti-conservative and LCBs are 
conservative. For E(r) > 20 and pj < .5. the approximation is adecjuate. The 
LLRB.ART method does not improve the CP relative to the LLR. 
•  The PBBC.\. PBBC and PBP methods have CPs appro.ximately ecjual to the 
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Figure 2.1 Coverage probability versus expected number of failures plot of 
one-sided approximate 959c CIs for parameter a. The numbers 
(1. 2. 3, 4. 5) in the lines of each plot correspond to pfs (.01. .1. 
M. .5. 1). Dotted and solid lines correspond to upper and lower 
bounds, respectively. 
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• TliePBSRLLR. PEiTand F^TBT inenhod.s ahviiys provide excellent approximations 
even for E{ r) = .{ case. 
For estimating distribution ciuantiles. the situation is more complicated. In general, 
for ciuantiles tp (Figure 2.2 to Figure 2.7): 
•  For NORM. L'CBs are anti-conservative and LCBs are conservative in most cases 
when E{r) > 10. The appro.ximation of CP is crude (e.g.. 1 - a < .90 ior nominal 
1 — o = .9o) for some parameters even in the case E(r) = 100. NORM has better 
p e r f o r m a n c e  f o r  q u a n t i l e s  t p  f o r  w h i c h  p  <  p j .  
• TXOR.M is more accurate than NORM for E i r )  > .'{Q. The approximation of CP 
is still  crude and depends on pf. 1. CBs (LCBs) are conservative when p < pj 
[p > Pf) and are anti-conservative when p > pj {p < pj) e.xcept that wlieri p from 
tp is close to Pf. both are conservative. 
•  The asymmetry for the LLR and LLRBART is similar to TN'ORM. but the CPs 
are closer to the nominal ones. That is. LCBs (LCBs) are conservative when 
p < Pf {p > Pf) and are anti-conservative when p > pf {p < pf). LLR provides 
g o o d  C P  f o r  E { r )  >  2 0 .  L L R B . - \ R T  i m p r o v e s  L L R  o n l y  w h e n  p f  >  . 7 .  
• PBT has poor CP even for E ( r )  =  100. It is a little more accurate with no 
censoring than in the censored cases. Depending on the particular cjuantiles. PBT 
could be better or worse than .\OR.\L 
• When Pf > .5. the ordering with respect to CP accuracy, in descending order, is 
PBBC.A. PBBC and PBP. Otherwise there is no strict order for these three meth­
ods. rCBs are always conservative and LCBs are anti-conservative. Generally 
P B B C . A .  a n d  P B B C  h a v e  a d e c [ u a t e  C P  f o r  E ( r )  >  2 0 .  B u t  f o r  p /  <  . 5  a n d  p  >  P f  
.  PBBC is better than PBBC.A. When p ^ pf. PBBC and PBBC.A have lower CP 
than in other cases. 
•  For PBSRLLR and PTBT. L'CBs and LCBs all provide excellent approximations 
when Pf < p especially for heavily censored cases (pf < .1). But when pf is close to 
p. both methods have lower CP for LCBs. The PBSRLLR method is better than 
the PTBT method and is adecjuate for E(r) > 15. When pf > .5. the PBSRLLR 
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one-sided approximate 959^ CIs for proportion failing pj  =  .5. 
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Figure 2.4 Coverage probability plot of approximate 9b% one-sided CBs 
for some commonly used methods and parametric transformed 
bootstrap-^ (PTBT) method in the case E(f) = 3 and pj = .1. 
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Figure 2.7 Coverage probability plot of approximate 9o9c one-sided CBs for 
bootstrap methods in the case E(r) = 30 and pj = .1. 
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2.5.2 Two-Sided CIs 
Recall that for one-sided CB's. often the CP was conservative on one side and an-
ticonservative on the other side. With two-sided intervals, there is an averaging effect, 
and the overall CP appro.xi mat ions tend to be better. Figure 2.S shows the CP of the 
two-sided 90";^ CIs for parameter (t using 10 different methods for o cases of proportion 
failing. Figure 2.9 is the same type of graph as Figure 2.S for the .1 quantile. / i of the 
Weibull distribution. 
For the parameter a. we have following results from Figure 2.S: 
•  The .\OR.\I method CP is appro.Kimately equal to the nominal CP for E ( r )  >  30. 
But the TXORM method provides some improvements especially when E{r) > 20. 
•  The appro.ximate CP for the LLR method is adequate for E ( r )  >  lo. With 
Bartlett 's correction (LLRB.ART). the CPs are much closer to the nominal even 
E { r )  =  
• The appro.ximate CP for the PBP method is adequate for E { r )  >  20. 
•  The approxin:ate CP for the PBBC and PBBCA method are very similar for 
E{r) > 10. They improve on the PBP for E{r) < 20. 
•  Tlie approximate CP for the LLRB.ART. PBSRLLR. PBT and PTBT methods 
a r e  e . x c e l l e n t  f o r  a l l  \ a l u e s  o f  E { r )  a n d  p / .  
For quantile parameters tp. Figure 2.9 for /.i  and similar plots for other values (not 
presented here) indicate that 
•  I'nlike the situation for the parameter a. the adec[uacy of the CP approximation 
depends on the expected proportion failing. 
•  When p  ^  P f  <  .3 and E { r )  <  20. both NORM and TNORM are conservative. 
T.XOR.M is more conservative than NOR\L But for p = pj > o. both methods 
are anti-conservative. .\lso. when p ^  pj.  both methods are anti-conservative. For 
p > pj. T.\OR.\f has CP closer to nominal than .\OR.\L But for p < pj. .NOR.M 
has CP closer to nominal than T.\OR.\L 
• LLR and LLRB.ART have accurate CP for E ( r )  > 15 and E { r )  > 7 respectively. 
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Figure 2.9 Coverage probability versus expected number of failures plot of 
two-sided 909? CIs for parameter l_i. The numbers (I. 2. 3. 4. 5) 
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•  The perforniarire of PBT is close to that of NORM and is belter when p  >  P j -
But for large E[r) (> 30). XORM is better than PBT. 
•  The relative performances of PBP. PBBC and PBBC'.A depend on both p j  and 
£ ' ( / • ) .  W h e n  p  ^  p f .  P B B ( '  a n d  P B B C . A  t e n d  t o  h a v e  l o w e r  C P  t h a n  p  ^  p f .  
• PBSRLLR and PTBT provide e.xcellent appro.ximations when p  >  p f  especially 
when Pf is small (< .1). When p/ is close to p. however, both methods have CP 
that is lower than nominal. In this case the PBSRLLR method is better than 
PTBT method and provides an adequate appro.vcimation for E(r) > lo. 
2.5.3 Expected Interval Length 
Interval length is another criterion for comparing two-sided CIs. With the same 
coverage probability, procedures that provide shorter intervals are better. Figure 2.10 
shows the average interval length of the 2000 two-sided 909c CIs for parameter <T using 10 
dilferent methods for o values of pf. Figure 2.11 is the same type of graph as Figure 2.10 
for parameter /j .  For parameter a. we have the following conclusions results from 
Figure 2.10: 
•  Generally, for all different methods the CI e.xpected length is shorter if pf is bigger. 
This is quite natural, as with constant E(r). we have more information about the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  l a r g e r  p j .  
• There is not much difference among the different procedures for E ( r )  > 10. For 
E(r) < 10. the order of expected lengths are :  
{XOR.M. PBP} < {TXOR.M. PBBC. PBBC.\} < {LLR. LLRB.ART} 
< {PBSRLLR. PBT.PTBT}. 
One explanation for this ordering is the anti-conservative nature of the shorter intervals. 
For quantiles t , , .  the situation is quite different from that for a. VV'e draw the following 
conclusions from Figure 2.11 and from plots for other values of tp that are not presented 
here; 
•  For the case p  >  p j .  the expected interval length is much wider for all different 
methods even when E{r) = 20 .  due to the extrapolation in time. 
•  Differences in the expected length often result from differences in the CP. Intervals 
with more conservative CPs tend to be wider. In general, the order of the CI 
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2.6 Conclusions and Recommendations 
Xornial-approxiniation confidence intervals (NORM and TXORM) are still com­
monly used in practice and are used in many statistical software packages. Normal-
approximation two-sided C'ls may not be adequate when the expected number of failures 
is less than 50. For the one-sided case, we see that generally E[r) =100 failures is still  
t)arely enough to provide a good approximation to the nominal coverage probability. If 
the scale parameter is of interest, the usual transformation (such as log), which makes 
.ML estimator have range over whole real line, is suggested. Doing this usually provides 
a somewhat better coverage probability for any proportion failing. 
Two-sided log likelihood ratio CIs have reasonably accurate coverage probability, 
even for expected lumiber of failures E[r) as small as 15. But the CIs are asymmetric. 
Individual upper and lower CIs could be somewhat conservative or anti-conservative 
depending on number of failures and ciuantiles of interest. I  se of Bartlett 's correction 
generally impro\'es the coverage probability appro.ximation for two-sided CIs. especially 
when the proportion failitig is greater than .5. Those CIs are adequate even when 
E[r] = 7. But for one-sided coverage, however, the Bartlett 's correction provides no 
improvement. 
Some bootstrap methods provide better coverage probability accuracy. However, 
using the bootstrap-/ without a proper transformation may not perform any better than 
the normal-approximation method. It is important to use the bootstrap-/ procedure 
carefully. 
The bootstrap percentile methods are easy to implement and they improve the 
normal-approximation method in many (but not all) cases. The accuracy of the paramet­
ric bootstrap percentile (PBP). bias corrected (PBBC) and bias-corrected accelerated 
(PBBC.A) methods depend on the expected number of failures, the proportion failing 
and the parameters of interest. When the proportion failing is greater than .1. the PB­
BC.A method has better performance than the PBBC method for cjuantile parameters. 
In heavily censored cases {pj < .1), however, the PBBC.A method is generally worse. 
This is probably due to difficulty in estimating the acceleration constant under heavy 
censoring. 
The parametric bootstrap-/ with transformation (PTBT) and bootstrap signed-root 
log-likelihood ratio (PB.SRLLR) methods provide more accurate results over all different 
number of failures, proportion failing and parameters of interest except for the case that 
parameter of interest is Ip and /; is close to proportion failing. .Moreover, the coverage 
[jrobabilities are approximately symmetric, which is important when one-sided CBs are 
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needofl or when the cost of being wrong differs inportantly from one side to the other of 
a two-sided interval. .Although the PBSRLLR method is more accurate in small samples 
(/: '(r) < 10). the bootstrap-/ with transformation requires nuich less computational 
effort than the PBSRLLR method. Inverting the signed-root log-likelihood ratio method 
reciuires repeated root finding. .Also with heavy censoring, good starting values are 
needed to find the confidence limits and there may be numerical difficulties. However 
the important benefit of PBSRLLR method is that it is transformation invariant (unlike 
PTBT). 
The C'ls from both PTBT and PBSRLLR methods are wider than the normal-
appro.ximation methods (XOR.M and TXORM). especially when censoring is heavy. 
This is in part due to improving the poor accuracy of coverage probability using normal-
approximations. The wider CI is as a trade off to get higher order of accuracy. 
In general, when the expected number of failures is smaller than -50 (20). the like­
lihood ratio based methods are reconmiended for finding one-sided confidence bounds 
(two-sided confidence intervals). If one-sided CBs are required or censoring is heavy 
(pj < .1). the PTBT and PBSRLLR methods methods are suggested except for the 
case when the c[uantity of interest is tp where p is close to proportion failing. Then 
PBSRLLR is better than PTBT down to £'(r) = lo. When pj > .5. the PBSRLLR pro­
vides accurate CP even down to E{r) = 10. With modern computing capabilities, the 
PBSRLLR method is feasible and. when appropriate software becomes available, should 
be considered the best practice. 
2.7 Special Effects of Type I Censoring 
In small samples, the CP from the NORM method is much more accurate if the 
parameter of interest is tp where p is close to proportion failing pj. Doganaksoy and 
Schmee (1993) e.xplain that in this case tp and cr are approximately orthogonal parame­
ters and the XORM method benefits from this property. But unlike the NORM method, 
both the PTBT and PBSRLLR methods perform poorly in this situation. The possible 
reasons for this are a) the distributions of the pivotal-like statistics depend on the pj 
and b] the distributions of MLEs have a discrete or lattice component (i.e..  number of 
failures). Figure 2.12 shows that the distributions of the pivotal-like statistics change 
with the value of pj and is different for quantiles tp for which p ^ pj but consistently 
similar for the scale parameter a. This explains why the CP of the confidence interval 
for (7 is closer to nominal than the CP for confidence interval for the quantiles. .Also 
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Figure 2.12 Distributions of the pivot-like statistic (0 — 9)/^g in PTBT meth­
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Figure 2.13 Plotted points are values of (//.5) from 500 MLEs from Weibull 
distribution data with pj = A and sample size 30 (so E[r) = 3). 
The lines are log(^.i) = /i + <&"'(r/3Q)cr. r  = 1. 2 10. the 
Weibull cdf. where = 0. (T = 1. 
tliere is a strong discreto-liko behavior in the sampling distribution of some statistics 
(e.g.. Ip) wlien p of /p is close to pj. With Type I censored data, if r/n is small (<.5) 
then log(^.) ~ -r {r / n)(7. where t.. the censor time, r the number of failures and n 
the sample size. This is illustrated in Figure 2.l- 'J. 
Robinson (198:5) applied a parametric bootstrap method (see the Appendix .A.2) to 
find CIs for multiple time-censored progressive data. This method (like PTBT) is e.xact 
when data are complete or Type II censored. Since multiple time-censored progressive 
data contain several censoring times, there is no discrete-like behavior in the .\ILEs like 
that in Type I censoring. For this reason the CP with multiple time censoring is close 
to the nominal over all of the different cases. For Type I censored case, however, the 
coverage probability of Robinson's method is less accurate than that of the transformed 
bootstrap-/ (PTBT) method. 
2.8 Discussion and Directions for Future Research 
It is most common that life tests result in Type I censored data. Because there are no 
known exact confidence interval methods for Type I censored data, this paper provides 
a detailed comparison of methods for constructing approximate confidence intervals. 
These methods range from the most commonly used large-sample normal-approximation 
methods to the more modern computationally-intensive likelihood and simulation-based 
methods. Because opposite lower and upper bounds of a two-sided confidence interval 
tend to have conservative versus anti-conservative coverage probabilities, the effect of 
averaging often results in reasonably adequate coverage-probability appro.ximations for 
two-sided confidence intervals in situations with moderately large sample sizes. Our 
results show, however, that for moderate amounts of censoring and one-sided bounds 
(most commonly used in practical applications in the physical and engineering sciences 
as well as other areas of application) the simple normal-approximation (NORM and 
TXORM) methods provide only crude approximations even when the expected number 
of failures is as large as 100. 
.\ppropriate computationally-intensive methods provide important improvements. 
In particular, likelihood-based methods, even when calibrated with the large sample chi-
square distribution approximation (e.g.. the LR method), generally provide important 
improvements. Calibrating the LR CIs by simulation (see the Appendix .A..2) does not 
address the asymmetry problem and results in inaccurate one-sided bounds. Calibrating 
the individual tails of a likelihood-based interval with simulation (i.e..  the PBSRLLR 
;Ki 
method) provides important improvements in coverage probability accuracy, even for 
small E(r). for all but one e.xceptional situation (i.e..  inferences at times near to the 
censoring time or c[uantiles near the proportion censoring with £"(/•) < 10). The trans­
formed bootstrap-/ procedure provides a computationally simpler method, but one needs 
to be careful in the specification of the transformation to be used. 
In addition to providing guidance for practical applications, our results suggest the 
following avenues for further research. 
1. Our study leaves unanswered the c[uestion of what one should do when making 
inferences in the exceptional case when the failure number is down to 10. We see 
no easy solution to this problem. Some possibilities include 
•  Extending the censoring time of the life test to be safely and sufficiently 
beyond the time point (or proportion failing) of interest. This recjuires prior 
knowledge of the failure-time distribution which is not generally available. 
•  Design life test experiments to result in Type II censored data. In this case, 
exact confidence interval procedures are available, but experimenters gener­
ally have to deal with time constraints in life testing and thus there may­
be resistance to such life test plans. On the other hand. Type II censoring 
provides important control over the amount of information that a life-test 
experiment will provide. 
•  Design life test experiments to result in multiple time-censoring (where the 
results of Robinson (1983) suggest that excellent large sample approxima­
tions are available from computationally intensive methods). In this ca.se. 
constraints on time or number of units available for testing may also lead to 
resistance to such life test plans. 
•  If none of the above is possible (e.g.. for reasons given above or because the 
e.xperiment has already been completed) it might be possible to make use of 
nonparametric methods (where conservative confidence intervals or bounds 
may be available if there is a sufficient amount of data). 
"2. Our study has focused on the VV'eibull distribution. It would be of interest to 
replicate the study for other distributions. We would e.xpect very similar results 
for other log-locations-scale distributions such as the lognormal and the loglogistic 
distributions. 
;J7 
•i. It would he^ of interest to extend this study to other censored-data situations that 
arise in applications, including regression analvsis and the analysis of accelerated 
life test data, more complicated censoring schemes like interval censoring and ran­
dom censoring, simultaneous confidence interval and bounds, intervals to compare 
two different grouped, and so on. 
-1. The LLRB.\RT is second-order accurate for two-sided CI using Type I censored 
data (.Jensen 199:5). Both PTBT and PBSRLLR methods are better than LLB.A.RT 
in one-sided cases. Simulation results also suggest that PBSRLLR is better than 
PTBT with smaller sample sizes. This suggests that higher-order asymptotics 
would show a difference between these different methods. This could be e.xplored. 
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3 BOOTSTRAP LIKELIHOOD RATIO STATISTICS 
A paper to be submitted to Scandinavian .Journal of Statistics 
Shuen-Lin Jeng and William Q. Meeker 
Abstract 
Much research has been done to study the asymptotic distributions of likelihood ra­
tio statistics. Most of this research has focused on the situation in which the underling 
distribution is continuous (especially, parametric families) or discrete (e.g.. the empirical 
distribution). In this paper we consider the situation in which the data are censored 
and the distribution of the likelihood ratio statistic is a mixture of continuous and dis­
crete distributions. .Jensen (1993) shows that under this situation the distribution of 
Bartlett-adjusted likelihood ratio statistics can be approximated by a \- distribution up 
to second order accuracy [0(l/n)]. This result can be used to provide a second order 
accurate procedure for constructing confidence intervals. However, if the one-sided con­
fidence bound is of interest, the coverage probability of a procedure is usually only first 
order accurate when using the \" approximation. We extend the results from .Jensen 
(1993) and show that the distribution of signed scjuare root likelihood ratio statistics 
can be approximated by its bootstrap distribution up to second order accuracy. Sim­
ilar results apply to likelihood ratio statistics with or without a Bartlett correction. 
We use a simulation study to investigate the adequacy of the appro.ximation provided 
by the theoretical result. We compare the finite-sample coverage probability of several 
competing confidence interval procedures based on the two parameters Weibull model. 
The bootstrap-t and BC'a methods are second order accurate when the data are com­
plete. Our simulation results show- that the methods based on bootstrap signed square 
root likelihood ratio statistics and its modification outperform the bootstrap t  and BC . i  
methods in constructing one-sided confidence bounds when the data are Type I censored. 
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The asymptotic distributions of likelihood ratio statistics had been studied for decades. 
.Most previous work has focused on the situations in which the underling distribution 
is continuous (especially parametric families) or discrete (e.g. empirical distributions). 
The log likelihood ratio statistic usually provides more accurate appro.ximate inferences 
than the more commonly used studentized ma.ximum likelihood estimators (see for ex­
ample. Doganaksoy and Schmee (1993) and Jeng and Meeker (1998)). For finding one­
sided confidence bounds, the signed square root of log likelihood ratio (SRLLR) statistic 
is commonly used. However, even for complete continuous data, generally the SR­
LLR statistics is approximated by the standard normal distribution only to first order 
[0(\/\/n)] (Barndorff-.Velseii and Co.x (1994)). With time censored data, the distribu­
tion of a likelihood ratio statistic is a mixture of continuous and discrete distributions. 
•Jensen (1!)93) derive:'s an Edgeworth expansion of log likelihood ratio (LLR) statistic 
when its underlying distribution is partly discrete. The bootstrap is a general resam­
pling or simulation procedure to find an approximate sampling distribution. In this 
paper we extend the results from Jensen (1993) and we show that, under some reg­
ularity conditions that apply to complete and censored data, the distribution of the 
SRLLR statistic and the LLR statistics, with or without a Bartlett correction, can be 
approximated up to second order accuracy [(9(l/n)] by using the bootstrap procedure. 
3.1.2 Literature Review 
Let l { x : 0 ) . 0  =  (0'*'.  (/ '- ')  = { d i  0^, • ^ti + i O k ) -  be the log likelihood function 
for a single observation .r where 0'^'  is the parameter of primary interest and 6^^' '  is a 
vector of nuisance parameter. When there are n observations, define /„ as 
UO) = i  V/(.r,:0), (3.1) 
n 
1 
where ./•, is the data for the observation /.  Let 0 = (0\ 0^) and 
0 = (^)i • '^(A:, + i)u fho) = (^' ' '-^>'0"') be the maximum likelihood estimates for 
12 
tlie full model parameter vi^ctor 0 and for the restricted model parameter 0^'^ = f,," ' .  
respectively. Then the log likelihood ratio statistic is 
h; =2»[/„(^) (;}.2) 
and under standard regidarity conditions (e.g.. Lehmann 1986) 11 „ is asymptotically 
\ffc-ki\- \^'here denotes a chi-square distribution with degree of freedom / .  The 
signed square root log likelihood ratio (SRLLR) statistic for testing a scalar parameter 
(or a scalar function of the parameter so that A:i = Ar — 1) is 
Rn = sign(0t -  0A.o)\/i^- (3-3) 
and the distribution of /?„ is asymptotically standard normal. 
The distribution of the log likelihood statistic for i.i .d complete data has been de­
scribed in a number of publications. Bo.x (1949) derives an infinite series for the dis­
tribution of H'n in terms of the \" distribution and with terms decreasing in powers of 
[/li.  Lawley (19o6) derives the Bartlett correction term for IT„. Hayakawa (1977) gives 
an asymptotic expansion of the distribution of Hwith the i.i.d complete data as the 
following 
Pr(ir„ < if) = Pr(\i._;.,  < ic) + Pr(\Lt,+-i ^ ~ " -"^i) Pr(\f—(.-,+2 < "') 
+ (.-l.> — .4i) Pr( \  <  a-)! +  o  f •  
J V"/ (;5.4) 
where \ l  is a chi-square random variable with k degrees of freedom. .4i and .42 are 
functions of 0. and .42 = 0 when testing 6 = Oq .  Chandra and Ghosh (1979) give 
an asymptotic expansion of 11',i to order o(l/n) in terms of the maximum likelihood 
estimator of 0 as well as the second, third and fourth derivatives of nln{6). 
Lawley (19-56) gives a series expansion of in terms of the first four derivatives 
of nln(O) and their expectations. When 0 is a scalar. McCullagh (1984) argues that 
by conditioning on a second-order locally ancillary statistic, the procedure based on 
Rn plus the standardized skewness of nOln/OO has the desired coverage probability to 
the order Oil/n). Therefore the procedure, unconditionally, has error 0{l/n) in each 
tail.  Efron (198-5) shows that Rn is asymptotically normal to order 0( I Barndorff-
.Xelsoii (1986. 1991) verifies that a particular modification of /?„ follows standard normal 
distribution to order 0( 1//; ' ' ' -) conditionally on an appropriate ancillary, and hence also 
t;} 
uiicuiiditioiially. Nishii and \ 'anaginioto (1993) provide an asymptotic expansion of 
stiidendized Rn up to tliird order for distributions in the exponential family. 
For censored data, the usual arguments for finding a formal Edgeworth expansion are 
no longer valid. The order of accuracy in the results mentioned above could be different. 
.Jensen (1987. 1989) establishes the Edgeworth expansion for a smooth function of the 
mean of some statistics when the underling distribution is partly discrete. He first 
derives the expansion conditional on the discrete part and then integrates over the 
discrete component to obtain the unconditional Edgeworth expansion. Babu (1991) 
calculates the Edgeworth expansion for statistics that are functions of lattice and non-
lattice variables for the case that the lattice variable is only one dimensional. .Jensen 
(199-3) shows that ir,i  has a three-term Edgeworth e.xpansion. 
-V large number of bootstrap methods have been suggested for testing or finding con­
fidence intervals (Hall 1992. Efron 1993. Shao and Tu 1995). The theoretical arguments 
for the accuracy of these methods are mostly derived under the assumption of complete 
data. For Type I censored data, some bootstrap methods can be much less accurate, 
especially for one-sided confidence intervals and small expected number failing (see Jeng 
and .Meeker. 199S). Datta (1992) establishes a continuous version of classical Edgeworth 
expansions for both non-lattice and lattice distributions and uses this to unify both 
non-paranietric and parametric bootstrap methods of a studenized statistic up to order 
0{ l/\/^). Datta (1992) gives an example that bootstrap-/ method is first order accurate 
[0(\ I s/n)\ for the Type I censored data with the exponential distribution. 
In Section 3.2. we establish a result that the distribution of the SRLLR and LLR 
statistics with or without a Bartlett correction can be appro.ximated to order (9(l/») 
by its bootstrap clistribution when the underling distribution is partly discrete. Section 
3.3 gives examples for using the theorems in Section 3.2. .A. simulation study is used to 
compare the finite sample properties of several different methods. Section 3.4 concludes 
with a summary and discussion of some possible areas for future research. In order 
to keep this paper self-contained. .Appendix B contains statements of some important 
results from the literature. 
3.2 Theorems and Results 
We want to establish that the distributions of the SRLLR and LLR statistics can 
be approximated by the distributions of their bootstrap version to the order 0(l/n) for 
complete and censored data. We use an approach that has two stages. 
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1. Kxpress the likeliliood ratio statistic as a function of plus some 
higher order error terms, where Sn = (.V,i.V„). .V,i is a continuous variable 
with mean zero in R". V"„ is a lattice variable with mean (.1,^ in R' '- having 
minimal lattice Z'-. and </ is a smooth function. Then find an Edgeworth 
expansion for the distribution of the statistic ^/rtg(Sn/n). This will establish 
that the likelihood ratio statistics has the same Edgeworth expansion up to 
a certain order. 
2. Prove that the Edgeworth expansion of the likelihood ratio statistic can be 
appro.ximated by its bootstrap version up to second order accuracy. 
The work in the first stage is e^sseiitially done by .Jensen (1987. 19S9. 1993). For com-
plcteiiess of this paper we state some of his results (mostly in Section 3.2.1 and .Appendix 
F3). Then, based on .Jensen's theorem we establish our main result in .Section 3.2.2. 
3.2.1 Likelihood Ratio Statistics 
For a function of ^ we denote by d" the partial derivative 8^"^/.. .dO^f.^) 
where v t  [i^| = ^ and i/l = £/[!..  When |i/ |  = 1 we write instead of 0^ to 
tlenote a partial derivative w.r.t.  0,. Let .V1..V0... .  be an i.i.d. sequence of real value 
random variables with common distribution Pq .  where 0  belongs to an open subset 0 of 
R' ' .  Let /(.r: 0)  is (JC. 21) measurable function w.r.t.  some measure f . i .  Denote the cdf and 
density of Po by F(.r:0) and f{.v:0). respectively. Typically / can be the logarithm of 
the likelihood function of an observation. For example when the data are not censored. 
1{X , :0 ]  = log[/(.V,: 6^)]. With single Type I censoring at censor time we have 
l ( X , : 0 )  =  [ o g { f { X , : 9 ) ' i l  -  F { X r .  O ) ] ' - ' - } .  (3.5) 
where <'), = I. if .V, < (a failure) and <!>, = 0. if A', > (a censored observation). 
/ = I 
Let the true parameter value he 0 = Oq  and 1/ he a.  k  dimensional nonnegative integer 
vector. We shall use the following regularity conditions with j>(> 3) a fi.xed integer. 
Let the mean of the log likelihood functions /„ be defined as in (3.1). Then the log 
likelihood ratio (LLR) statistic H',,  is defined as in Equation (3.2). The signed square 
root of the log likelihood ratio (SRLLR) statistic is defined as in Equation (3.3). 
The following are the regularity conditions for the likelihood function I. 
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A) Conditions: 
| A l )  F o r  e a c h  u .  I < li^l < ••< + I- l ( - r \ 0 )  has a u-lh partial derivative d' ' l[ .v .O) with 
respect to 0 on JC x 
|A2) For each u. 1 < E [|(^' ' /( A'l:  ^ ^)|] < and there exists (ii > 0 such that for 
each u. li/l = .s -f 1. 
sup {lc^'^/(A',:6^)|}^ 
| e -t?o| < ' l l  
< OC. 
(A3) E [(9,7( A'l: 6^0)] = 0 for z = I k.  and the k x k matrices 
fiOu) = {-EWlKX.-.Oo)]} (3.6) 
D(0o) = {E[<y,/(A',:^o)^,/(-V,:^;o)]} 
are non-singular, and I { O q )  =  D { O q ) .  
Define - c)" 1{ X,\0^ )^ and let Z, = (Zf' ' ')i<|;, |<i. be the vector with coordinates 
indexed by the i/"s. The dimension of Z, is m = y^r=i arrange Z, values 
such that the first k coordinates of Z. are those with indices u = t j  ^ N*'" that have their 
J-th coordinate equal to one and the rest equal to zero. Some of the coordinates of Z, 
may be linearly dependent and we write 
Z, = Z,.4. (3.7) 
where Z, has dimension niQ < ni .  Then Z, has linearly independent coordinates of 
which the first n>i are continuous variables and the remaining m ? = mQ — trii are lattice 
variables with minimal lattice Z'"-. We will write Z, = (Z,' ' ' .  Z,^"').  where Z' ' '  are the 
first nil coordinates and Z-*' are the last tn-z coordinates. 
( B )  C o n d i t i o n s :  
( B l )  E  [ | z , < oc. E 
there exists a /j < I such that 
(-)|max {'is+l.mi +I.m2 + 1} < 3c and for all c > 0 
exp { i t  • Z| ' '  + /r • ZJ"') < P 
for jrj < -  J = 1 rri y and one of | / |  > £ or | i ' |  > c being fulfilled. 
B2) The nil  x k matrix .1"" has full rank, where .4'" '  is the upper left hand corner 
of .1. 
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(B3) The nil < [k — ki) matrix (has full rank, where .-l '" is the matrix 
consisting of the first k columns of .4. the lower triangular matrix is the 
Cholesky factorization of a^ncl ( .4'^'/(6^o)~'^")' '" ' is the nii  x {k — ki)  matrix 
of the first  nii  rows and columns (A. ' i  +  1 k) o( (O q) .  
Condition (£?1) is called a uniform Cramer condition, and is required to e^stablish 
an Edgeworth expansion for the continuous part given the lattice part Z'*'.  Condition 
{B'2) is used to assure that the part corresponding to the parameter 6' '- '  in a first order 
Taylor approximation of the statistic. ^/ng{Sn/fi)- depends on the contintious part Z, ' ' ' .  
Condition {B'-i) is used to assure the invariant property of the reparameterization. 
Jensen (1993) gives a proposition that can be used to check the Condition (Bl). We 
state it as the following. 
Proposition 1 (Jensen (1993), Proposition 2.3) . L e t  ( X . Y )  t  ) m I {0. l}'"^ 
and ast i i ime that  the random rector haa a continuous component u:i th den. f i ty  f (x . i j )  
tr i tk  respect  to proeluct  measure of  Ltbesgue measure and counting measure.  Assume 
that  there exist  c > 0 and « > 0 such that  
f { X . i j )  >  c. for (X . i j )  e  ( - a .  a ]  mi {0. I 
Then for al l  e > 0 there exists  a p < I such theit  
|E[exp(/7 • .V + iv  • V')] |  < p 
for | c l  < " . _ /  =  1  ni > and one of \ t \  > e or  |c |  > e being jul f i l led.  
Proof. See .Jensen (1993). Proposition 2.3. 
The following lemma given by .Jensen (1993) provides an asymptotic expansion of 
the SRLLR statistic. 
Lemma 1 Let l \  = where ri"'  = z'  '  — E for 1 < |i^| < for s  = 
4. Assume that  Condit ions (.4) hold.  Then on a .^et  having probabil i ty  at  least  1 — 
f / i / [n(log(n))^j .  the SRLLR stat is t ic  can be expanded as 




= \/nP [ U n )  4  - j^Renin-
where Renin « remainder term that  sat is f ies  
log(") 




t l f v t  7 ' , ( / , , ) .  I  = 1 . J .  a n d  • ) ' .  a r t  p o l y n o m i a l  t f r i u s  o f  d t y r t t  i  i n  I h t  c o o r d i n a t t . - ^  o f  i ' n  
a n d  d i . d > .  a n d  f / . j  a r e  . ^ o m t  c o n s t a n t s .  T h e  m a i n  t e r m  T i ( l  n )  
T . i f J  = 
rjOl, "F. I ^(9o: 
(3.9) 
fxpre.s .sef /  as  a function of l 'a-  HTifn the information matrix I(0o] is  an identi ty  matrix.  
(.3.10) T i i i ' n )  =  ^ i d o ) .  
d O ,  
Proof. This lemma is stated by .Jensen (1993) with an outlined proof. A detailed 
expression of (3.S) can be found in Barndorff-Xielson and Cox (1994. page 1-54). •  
The SRLLR statistic is used to test a scalar parameter. In general, the likelihood 
ratio statistics can be used to test the hypotheses (6^(^.|^i) 0^) = (^'(ti + iio ^to). 
Let be the SRLLR statistic to test 9, = 0^ under the model (6^(t, + i) 0^) = 
((9(t |  + i)o Oko) and let Then can be u-ritten as 
n; = ^ ii;.,  = ^ /?!,. 
«= A:i 1 I — aT I + I 
.Jensen (1993) derives and gives conditions for the existence of the Edgeworth expan­
sion for the log likelihood ratio statistic H'„. We state .Jensen's result in the following 
Lenmia. 
Lemma 2 (Jensen 1993, Theorem 2.4.) Assume that  Condit ions (A) and (Bl)  hold 
for s  — 4,  that  ((Oq)  in (S.6)  is  a k  x  k identi ty  matrix,  and that  .4 ' '" '  has ful l  rank.  
when .4' '" '  /.s the x {k — ki)  matrix of  the f i is t  my rows and columns {ki  -(-I k) 
of  A in (^ .7) .  Then there exists  a polynomial  q(v)  such that  
sup Pr(H; < u )  -  £  ( ^  +  f k - k A v ) d v  =  .  
where fk-k^ ihe chi-squared densi ty  with k  — ki  degrees of  freedom and q{v:6) is  a 
polynomial  in c  and a continuous function in 0.  
Proof. .Jensen( 1993) uses Lemma 1 and Lemma-o (stated in .Appendix B) to establish 
this lemma. .Jensen (I9S9) proves Lemma-o and refers to Bhattacharya and Ghosh (1978) 
who derive the form of q{v:0). From Remark 1.4 of Bhattacharya and Ghosh (1978). 
q { v : 0 )  d e p e n d s  o n l y  o n  t h e  m o m e n t s  o f  i ' n -  H e n c e  q ( r : 9 )  i s  a  c o n t i n u o u s  f u n c t i o n  o f  9  
wlien l{9] is a continuous function of 9. Thus Condition (.A.1) establishes that q{v\9) is 
a  roi i t inuous function of 9.  •  
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Thf distribution of a likelihood ratio statistic witli a Bartlett adjustment can be 
more closely approximated by the chi-square approximation than the distribution of a 
likelihood ratio statistic without a Bartlett adjustment. Consider the modified statistic 
and an expansion of E( ir„) 
E( H II) = (^" ~ ) 1 + 
E ( \ V n )  
B { O f  
(.3.11 
1 
+ 0[ - . 
n-





where (/)"' .  f | , ' ' )  is the maximum likelihood estimate for the model parameter 6^'*' with 
the restriction 0^'^ = The following lemma gives an asymptotic expansion for the 
distribution of 11",i.  
Lemma 3 .-l.s.sHmf fhe . - tnnn condit ions used in Lemma J.  Then there exists  a poli jno-
m in I q(c:0)  s  u ch that  
sup jpr(H'„ < w) -  y ^1 + ^(/(f:^?)^(f)f/r (3.1-1) 
irhf  re and ( j (c : 0 )  are the same as in the Lemma J.  
Proof. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2. .Jensen (1993) (Theorem 2.9) gives (3.14) 
with \\ 'B„ instead of It 'n. Then noting that H'n = IVBn + Op{l/n^) establishes (3.1-1). 
result parallel to Lemma 2 can be obtained for the signed square root likelihood 
ratio statistic to test a scalar parameter Of; = 0ko- .Although it is not stated in the 
.Jensen's (1993) paper, this result is implicitly contained in it.  We state the result in the 
following theorem and give a proof. 
Theorem 1 Assume that  Condit ions ( . 4 )  and ( B L )  hold for s  = 4 .  that  I { 6 q )  in  ( 3 . 6 )  
is a k X k identity matrix, and that .4' '^ '  has full rank, where .4'^^' is the nii x {k — A:i) 
matrix of  the f irst  mi  rows and columns (ki  + I k)  of  A in [3.1) .  Then there exists  
a polynomial  i fs ,n(c)  such that  
sup Pr( Rn < :] r = 0{-n 
U) 
wlnrt  ^s.n form 
^ s . n ( f )  =  1 +^,r '/^c;,(r 
J=1 
O^oU')-
and idurt  is  Iht  pdf  of  a noniiul  dislribation with ni tnn 0 and rariunct  rr^ and Qj 
is  a polynomial  in c .  
Proof. By triangular inequality we have 
Pr(/? 
" ^  - L 
<  | P r ( / ? ,  < r ) - P r ( v / ^ P ( r j < c ) | +  P r (  v ^ P i T j  <  c )  -  J 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
Note that bv Lemma I for all r  
Pr(/?„ < r) = Pr ( \ / n P ( ( ' n )  H Renin < 
Iog(n; 
<  P r  ^ \  A ^ P { I -  n ]  <  ~  d ' l  
= Pr(vA7P(rj < c) +01 log("! 
+ Pr 
+ 0 





where d> is defined in Lemma L Similarly we can have 
Pr(v/;7P({ J  < r) < Pr(/?„ < -) +) • 
Combining (. '5.IS) and (3.19). 
|Pr(/?„ < -  PrlV^PU-,) < --)|  = .  (-WO) 
Because the right hand side of (3.20) implies that the appro.ximation is o { \ / n )  and does 
n o t  d e p e n d  o n  r .  w e  h a v e  s u p ,  |  P v { R n  <  r )  —  P r ( \ / n P ( f ' „ )  <  c ) |  =  o (  l / n ) .  
By the Lemma o (given in .Appendix B) the supremum of the second term on the 
right side of (3.17) is of order 0{l/n). Thus tlie supremum of the absolute difference 
(3.Hi) is 0{[/n). U 
.-)0 
Remark 1 nifnt iontcl  in . /ensen (199-V the th(ortm.-i and Ifnuna.-i in  this  sect ion 
ran bt  gencraliztd for tht  case that  /(^^o) " i  posi t ivt  dt f ini t t .  Lt t  be a 
loirr  r  tr iangular matrix such that  I  (Oq ) ~ ^ ^ ' [ ( f ) o ) ~ ^ ^ '  =  .  L f t O  =  O I ( O Q ) ~ ^ ^ - .  T h e n  
ftstiny Ok^ + i = 0^f;^ + l)u ^/t = ^/to as testing + i = ^^(a-, + i)o h = h-o-
i f h f r f  ^ ) ( A ; ,  +  i ) o  ( h o  ( i ' ' f  l i n e a r  c o m b i n a t i o n s  o / ^ ^ ( ^ - ,  +  1 ) 0  ^ t o -  T h e  c o n d i t i o n  t h a t  
.1 ' '" '  has ful l  rank is  then replaced by Condit ion (B3).  
3.2.2 Bootstrap Statistics 
Suppose that 5 is a statistic. The parametric bootstrap version 5" of 5' is the same 
function but  evaluated at  data ("bootstrap samples")  s imulated using an est imatf  G 
i n s t e a d  o f  t h e  u n k n o w n  0 .  
Denote the cumulants of L'n of order r by Aj,That is. 
\  i f ) \ -  l o g [ E < , ( t * " ^ ' " ) ]  
(=0 d t j ^ . . .  d t j ^  
where jr G {I ^ind nio is the dimension of Define 
d ' P { f L  +  E o ( i ' n ) )  
(3.21) 
Pn...jM = 
d n j , . .. di.ij^ 
[:}.22) 
,<=0 
where P  and ( ' n  are defined in Lemma 1. 
The following lemma provides the convergence rate of the difference between some 
statistics and their bootstrap versions. It will be used in our main theorems. .\ote that 
the bootstrap version of and are Aj^ = -^ji.. .>(<?) and = Pj,.. .jAO). 
respectively. 
Lemma 4 Assume that  Condit ions (.-I) and (B) hold for some specif ied .s > 4 and that  
gi  is  a continuous di f f trentiable function.  Then 
K...Jr - A",...,, = 
( J v i K - J r )  -  G l i K - J r )  =  • 3 y { P n . . . J r )  " J = " 
Proof. Under the stated conditions. \ /n(0 — 0)  has a limiting normal distribution 
(Jensen (199-3). Theorem 2.1). So we have 0 — 0 = Op{l/\/n). By Condition (.Al). 
A,, , is a continuous differentiable function of 9 and A' , is a continuous differentiable 
J l  • • • J r  J \  . . . J r  
ol 
funrtion of Q. Xote that The delta method shows that Aj, — 
^ j x  - j r i ^ )  =  ( ^ p i  =  O p ( i / \ / n ) .  
Note that E i i ' n )  =  e \ z  —  E { Z \ )  = 0 and P  is a polvnomial. From (3.22) we see 
L _ J 
that Pji . . . jJr are coefficients of T r ( - )  and these coefficients are continuous differentiable 
f u n c t i o n s  o f  0 .  A l s o  =  P j i . . . j r ( ^ ) -  H e n c e  w e  h a v e  t h a t  —  P j ^ _ „ j ^  =  O p {  l / s / n )  
and gi{Pj,.. .jr) -  9i(Pj\.. .jr) = Op[\/^/n). •  
The following Theorem establishes the result that the distribution of the SRLLR 
statistic can be approximated to order 0(l/n) by its bootstrap distribution. 
Theorem 2 Assume that  Condit ions (A) and (B) hold for some specif ied s  > -1. Then 
I 
sup |Pr(/?,,  < -) -  Pr(/?; < r)|  = • 
Proof.  By the Lemma 5 we have the result of the Corollary B in .A.ppendi.x B. That 
is 
?v[\ /7iP{l 'n)  < c) = -  ^ ai(r)o^i(r)  + 0^^^ .  
where and denote the cdf and pdf of a normal distribution with mean 0 and 
J k=i mn ^jkPjPk- «i(-)o^2(c) is bounded over r.  and a\ is a contin-variance g ' .  t" = ^
uous differentiable function of and Pjy...j^- By the proof in Theorem 1 we have 
sup, I Pr(/?„ < r) — ?v{\/nPH'a) < r)|  = (9(l/n). This implies that for all z. 
Pii Rn < c) = 4>^-'(r) - -^ai(r)Oa->(c) + 0^-^ . (3.2:3) 
By using Lemma 1 together with \ ,j  defined in (3.21) and Pj.Pk defined in (3.22). we 
have Xkk = \ 'ar(tl '^ ' ' ') .  where is the A:th coordinate of and Pj = 0. 7^ k. and 
P k  =  Thus ( ^ ( C . ) ) y  









Then (3.23) becomes 
Pr( /?„ < r) = (J»,(c) ^aioi(r) + j  • (3.25) 
•52 
Assume fliat ( 'otiditiotis (A) fiold in a parametric bootstrap scheme and suppose that 
data are sampled from the distribution with true parameter 0. By Lemma 1 and 
definitions in (3.21) and (.3.22). we have Xlf. = \'ar((! ' ' ' ' ' ) .  P' = 0. j k. and 
p:. = Tims 
J . k = l . m o  
dH' -1 
= \ 'ar 
dOk 
[ 0 )  m, 
T -1 
Hence the bootstrap version of (3.23) is 
Pr( /?; < r) = $i(r) -  •^a;(r)Oi(c) -hOp^- (3.2/ 
Bv Lemma 4 we have 
«, a, 0p(^^y 
The difference between Equation (3.2-5) and Equation (3.27) is Op(l/n). This implies 
|Pr(/Z„ < c) -  Pv{R:  < -)|  = . (3.2S) 
Because rt[(r)0[(r) and «j(r)oi(r) are bounded over r.  
sup |«,(~ )Oi(r)/v/n -  aj(-)oi(r)/v/«| = O p i l / n ) .  
Thus we have the supremum over c of (3.28) that gives the needed result.• 
Tlie following shows that a similar result can be obtained for the log likelihood ratio 
statistic. 
Theorem 3 Assume that  Condit ions (.4) and [B) hold for somt specif ied .s > 4. Then 
for al l  c  > 0 we hare 
1 
sup |Pr(H; <=)- Pr(H;' < c)| = 
Proof.  Note that 
l P r ( H ;  <  z )  -  P r ( M ; -  <  c ) |  
< 
+ 
Pr(n'^ < (/) -  1 + -q{c:0) ) fk-kA^')dc 
I  +  ^ f/(f:(9)^ (f)f/t '  -J ^1 + ^ f/'(f ';^)^ fk-kAi-)dv 
Pr(n', '  < ~ ^ fk - k ,{ i- ' )dr 
5;} 
Because (({ r-J))  in Lemma 2 is a continuous function of 0.  ([( .v .O) — qix- .O) = Op( { j^/n) .  
A1 so because (j(r:0) is a polynomial in c and is the density of the chi-square 
distribution. {(/( r :  is finite. Because 
J < J \(i(c:0)\fi,.i ,^(r)dr. 
's bounded over a. Thus 
sup 
U 
which implies that 
sup 
f  q { v : 0 ) f i , - k ^ ( c ) d r  -  f  f/"( f; ?)/<.-_<..,( 
J o  J o  
=  O J l )  (3.;30) 
j-u y 
J o  "  
r 1 
- / 
J o  "  
= 0,1-
(3.31) 
By (3.31) and by using Lemma 2 for the first and third term on the right hand side of 
(3.29). we have the result. •  
The following shows that a similar result can be obtained for log likelihood ratio 
statistics with a Bartlett correction. 
Theorem 4 Assuit i t  that  Condit ioufi  ( . 1 )  and [B] hold for some speci/ i fd s  > 4. Then 
for al l  :> 0 we hare 
sup P r ( n ;  <  r )  -  P r ( H ' , :  <  r ]  =  0 J  -  ] .  
Proof .  Using the result of Lemma 3 and arguments in Theorem 3 will establish the 
result in this theorem. •  
3.3 Examples 
3.3.1 Confidence Interval (Bound) Procedures Based on Likelihood Ra­
tio Statistics 
Jensen (1987) gives an e.xample with fi.xed censoring time under the one-parameter 
exponential model. Pie uses simulation to show that with 15 failures and a proportion 
failing ec[ual to .75. the large sample approximation using likelihood ratio statistics (for 
two-sido^d intervals) and its signed square root form (for one-sided bounds), based on 
the theory in the previous section, provides accurate coverage probabilities. But when 
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censoring is heavy (e.g.. the [proportion faihng is ecpial to .1 and sample size is 20) 
the upper confidence bound constructetl from the signed sciuare root likelihood ratio 
statistic is very conservative. This is consistent with the results in .Jeng and .Meeker 
(l!)!)8). .Moreover. Jeng and .Meeker (199S) show that in the two parameter Weibull 
tiiorlel. with heavy time censoring (proportion failing < .1). the approximate procedure 
based on likelihood ratio statistic for constructing the one-sided confidence bounds is 
not accurate when the number of failure is less than 20. 
.Jensen (1989) shows that the exponential lifetime model with random censoring 
satisfies Conditions (.A) and (B). Hence Lemma 2 in Section •'}.2 can provide a second 
order accurate procedure for constructing two-sided confidence intervals. .Jensen (1993) 
presents an application using the logistic regression model. His numerical simulation 
results suggest that the coverage probability of the procedure using likelihood ratio 
statistic with a Bartlett correction for constructing two-sided confidence intervals has 
fourth order accuracy [0( l/«')] when the sample size is more than 20. 
3.3.2 The Two Parameter Weibull Distribution Model 
To explore the finite sample performance of the asymptotic results in Section .3.2 we 
conduct a simulation study using the two-parameter Weibull distribution model with 
complete and Type I censored data. 
3.3.2.1 Regularity Conditions 
W'e describe the formulation for the general location-scale distribution model. The 
logarithm of a Weibull random variable has a smallest extreme value distribution which 
belongs to the location-scale family. Suppose that the continuous random variable .V = 
log(r) has density o[{x — j-i) I  a] / a and cdf 4>[(.r —//)/(t]. where (/i.cr) = 0 is the unknown 
parameter in an open set 0 C R'. Let denote the censoring time and define S = 1 for a 
failure and (^ = 0 for a censored observation. The observations are .ri = log(^i) Xn = 
log(/,J. Let = log(^^.). The log likelihood of an observation .r, is 
We could be interested in the location or the scale parameter or in a particular 
ciuantile or other function of the parameters. We do the development for estimating a 
l{.i\:0) = S, 
(3.32) 
••)0 
particular quaiitile. Other functions of the parameters can be obtained analogously. Let 
be the [) quantile of the distribution <I>[(.r — )/(t].  and iip = Then = ^.L + Upcr 
and t p  = exp(.z ' p )  is the p  quantile of the Weilnill distribution. The confidence intervals 
(bounds) for Ip can be obtained by taking the e.\p transformation of the confidence 
intervals (bounds) for Xp. The likelihood in (3.32) can be rewritten as a function of 
{ r r . d - p )  
(3.33) 
/(.r,:  (cr.Xp)) = < ) ,  log(o-) + log 
( 1 -  S , )  log 
With / smooth enough and o having light tails, it  can be shown that Conditions (.A) 
stated in section 3.2 are satisfied. See .\ppendi.vc B for detail.  Then for |f |  < 4. 
^  ^ ^ ' ( y / ( . V . : ( < T . j > ) )  d l { X r . { < T . X p ) )  d ' K X r . i c r . X p ) )  d V ( X r . ( r T . X p ) )  
d x p  '  d a  d x ^ p  d x p d a  
r/ ' /(.V,: (o-.Xp)) 
d(T'^ (3.3-1) 
where Z, is a 14 dimensional vector. Transform Z, into a trio = dimensional 
vector Z, with linearly independent coordinates for which the first uii ordinates are 
continuous and last lu y coordinates are discrete. The form of Z, depends on the distri­
bution of the observations. For the SEW normal, and logistic distributions Z, is shown 
in .Appendi.x B. .Vote that S, is the only discrete part of Z,. so it is the only discrete 
part of Zj. By Proposition 1. Condiction (Bl) is satisfied here. 
The first two elements of Z, are linearly independent when data come from the .SEW 
normal or logistic distribution (see .Appendi.x B). The first two elements of the first two 
columns of .4'" '  are (1,0) and (ci.c-i) respectively, where ct.c2 are non-zero constants 
(that could depend on the parameters), hence .4'^^' has full rank 2. For the SEW normal, 
and logistic distributions (C1.C2) is just (0. 1). So the Condiction (B2) holds. 
Because the first mi rows of .4'*' gives .4^'^' as described above and is a 
lower triangular positive definite matrix. is 3- dimentional vector 
which has rank 1. Thus Condiction (B3) holds. The theorems in Section 3.2 tell us that 
the procedure based on the bootstrap log likelihood ratio statistic or its corresponding 
signed square root procedures can be used to construct two-sided (one-sided) confidence 
intervals (bounds) that are second order accurate. 
•")() 
3.3.3 Simulation Study 
3.3.3.1 Simulation Set Up 
Let T be a randotn variable having a W'eibull distribution, then .V = logCf) has 
a smallest extreme value (SE\') distribution with density O sev (~ ) /and cdf 
where = expf-r -exp(r)]. { = ) = 1 -  exp[-exp(c)] and r = (j- -id)/cr. 
— DC < X < x;.—DC <// < rc.cr>0. Our simulation was designed to study the following 
experimental factors: 
•  p j :  the expected proportion failing by the censoring time. 
•  E ( r )  =  n p f - .  t h e  e x p e c t e d  n u m b e r  o f  f a i l u r e s  b e f o r e  t h e  c e n s o r i n g  t i m e .  
We used oOOO .Monte Carlo samples for each pf and E(r) combination. The number of 
bootstrap replications was B = 10000. The levels of the experimental factors used were 
Pf = .01. .1. .3. .0. .9. I and E(r) = '•]. o. 7. 10. lo and "20. For each .Monte Carlo sample 
we obtained the .ML estimates of the scale parameter and the quantiles log(/p). p = .01. 
•Oo, .1. .•{. .o. .632 and .9. where p = logl^tiTj). The one-sided 100(1 — o)'^ confidence 
bounds (CBs) were calculated for a =.02o and .05. Hence the 909t and two-sided 
Cls can be obtained by combining the upper and lower CBs. Without loss of generality, 
we sampled from an SEV distribution with p = 0 and a = {. 
Because the number of failures before the censoring time is random, it is possible to 
have as few as r = 0 or 1 failures in the simulation, especially when E(r) is small. With 
r = 0. -ML estimates do not exist. With r = I. LR intervals may not exist. Therefore, 
we calculate the results conditionally on the cases with r > I. 
Let 1 — Q be the nominal coverage probability (CP) of a procedure for constructing a 
confidence interval, and let I — q denote the corresponding .Monte Carlo evaluation of the 
actual coverage probability I — a ' .  The standard error of d is approximately se( I — q) = 
[a ' ( l  — where ris  is  the number of .Monte Carlo simulat ion tr ials .  For a  9o% 
confidence interval from -5000 simulations the standard error of the CP estimation is 
[.05(1 — .95)/5000]' ' '" = .0031 if the procedure is correct. The Monte Carlo error is 
approximately ±1%. We say the procedure or the method for the 959!; confidence region 
is adequate if the CP is within error of the normnal CP. 
The modified signed square root LLR statistic is presented by Barndorff-.Nelson 
(1986. 1991) and is asymptotically standard normal distributed with error of order 
0(1/;; '^-) when there is no censoring. It is a modification of the SRLLR methods. 
lable .{.1 Abbreviations of the niethods in simulation study 
L L R  Log likelihood ratio 
L L R B  Log likelihood ratio Bartlett corrected 
.MSRLLR Modified signed square root LLR 
PTBT Parametric transformed bootstrap-/ 
PBBC.A Parametric bootstrap bias-corrected accelerated 
PB.SRLLR Parametric bootstrap signed sc[uared root LLR 
PB.MSRLLR Parametric bootstrap MSRLLR 
We expected the PBMSRLLR will have similar or better performance as the PBSR-
LLR methods. Detailed descriptions of the methods for constructing these confidence 
intervals are given in .\ppendix B. 
3.3.3.2 Simulation Results 
This section presents some of the most interesting and useful results from our sim­
ulation. Figure 3.1 shows the coverage probability of the procedures for the one-sided 
approximate 9oV( CBs for the parameter <7 from the seven methods for five different 
proportion failing values. Figure 3.2 is the same type of graph as Figure 3.1 for / .i .  
the .1 quaiitile of Weibull distribution. Figure 3.3 shows CPs of these procedures when 
pj = .o for different quantiles. Figures 3.4 to 3.7 present a closer comparison of CP for 
methods and parameters. FigiU'e 3.8 and Figure 3.9 show the coverage probability of 
these procedures for 909c two-sided confidence intervals. We summarize the simulation 
results briefly as follows: 
•  The LLR method with a Bartlett correction does not improve the coverage prob­
ability of the procedure for one-sided confidence bounds. For one-sided confidence 
bounds, the LLR and LLRB methods are adequate when the expected number 
of failures > 20. For two-sided confidence intervals, the LLR method is adequate 
when the expected number of failures is more than 15 and the LLR method with 
a Bartlett correction is very accurate even for an expected number of failures as 
small as 7. 
•  When there is no censoring, the .MSRLLR method is an accurate procedure for 
one-sided confidence bounds, even with the expected number of failures as small as 
5. For Type I censoring, the coverage probability of the M.SRLLR method depends 
oS 
on the proportion failing, the e.xperted number of failures, and the parameters of 
interest. Generally, the .\ISRLLR method for the one-sided confidence bounds and 
two-sidetl conlidence intervals is adequate when the expected number of failures 
exceeds 20. 
•  The bootstrap-/ method is an accurate procedure for the scale parameter. When 
the quantity of interest is the p cjuantile. where p is close to the proportion fail­
ing. the one-sided lower confidence bound procedure is anti-conservative. The 
bootstrap-/ method gives accurate coverage probabilities for all functions of the 
parameters when the number of failures exceeds 20. 
•  The BC,, method for both one-sided confidence bounds and two-sided confidence 
intervals is adec(uate when the number of failures exceeds 20. 
•  The PBSRLLR method for the one-sided confidence bounds and two-sided confi­
dence intervals is adequate e.vcept when the number of failures is less than 15 and 
the quantity of interest is the p quantile where p is close to the proportion failing. 
•  .\mong these seven methods, the PBNLSRLLR method is most accurate for one­
sided confidence bounds. When the number of failures is less than 10 and the 
quantity of interest is the p quantile where p is close to the proportion failing, the 
PB.NLSRLLR method for the one-sided confidence bound is less accurate. Generally 
the PB.MSRLLR method is adequate when the number of failures is 10 or more. 
For two-sided confidence intervals, the PBMSRLLR method is adecpiate when the 
expected number of failures exceeds 7. 
For Type I censored data, we can draw the following conclusion. If our interest is 
in constructing one-sided confidence bounds, the PBSRLLR and PBMSRLLR methods 
provide better coverage probability with a small expected number of failures (like 10). 
For two-sided confidence intervals, the PBSRLLR. PBMSRLLR and LLRB methods 
provide accurate procedures. The LLRB and PBMSRLLR methods give more accurate 
results even when the expected number of failures is as small as 7. The two-sided 
confidence interval from the PBSRLLR or the PBMSRLLR method is more symmetric 
than that from other methods in the sense that the confidence level of one side of the 
interval is close to the confidence level of the other side of the interval. 
.")9 
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Figure 3.1 Coverage probability versus expected number of failures plot for 
one-sided approximate 9o% CI procedures for parameter cr. The 
n u m b e r s  ( 1 .  2 .  3 .  - L  5 )  i n  t h e  l i n e s  o f  e a c h  p l o t  c o r r e s p o n d  t o  p / ' s  
(.01. .1. .3. .5. I). Dotted and solid lines correspond to upper and 
lower bounds, respectively. 
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Expected Number of Failures 
Figure 3.2 Coverage probability versus expected number of failures plot for 
one-sided approximate 95% CI procedures for parameter f.i.  The 
numbers (I. 2. 3. 4. 5) in the lines of each plot correspond to /)/"s 
(.01. .1. .3. .5. 1). Dotted and solid lines correspond to upper and 
lower bounds, respectively. 
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Expected Number of Failures 
Figure 3.3 Coverage probability versus e.xpected number of failures plot for 
one-sided approximate CI procedures for proportion failing 
Pf = .5. The numbers (1. 2. 3. 4. o) in the lines of each plot 
correspond to /p"s. p = (.01, .  1. .5 ..632. 9). Dotted and solid lines 
correspond to upper and lower bounds, respectively. 
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Para 
Methd Icp95 o ucp95 
0.80 0.85 0.90 
Coverage Probability 
0.95 1,00 
Figure .3.1 Coverage probability plot for approximate 9o9c one-sided confi­
dence inter\'al procedures in the case E(r) = o and pj = A. 
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Methd • Icp95 o ucp95 
ip.i 
tpj 
0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 0.80 
Coverage Probability 
re 3.-5 Coverage probability plot for approximate 95% one-sided confi­
dence interval procedures in the case E(r) = 10 and pf = .1. 
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Meihd • Icp95 o ucp95 
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ipj 
1.00 0.80 0.85 0.95 0.90 
Coverage Probability 
Figure :5.6 Coverage probability plot for approximate one-sided confi­
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Figure '.i.7 Coverage probability plot for approximate 95^;^ one-sided confi­
dence interval procedures in the case E(r) = 10 and pj = .5. 
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Figure 3.8 Coverage probability versus expected number of failures plot for 
two-sided approximate 909^ CI procedures for parameter a. The 
n u m b e r s  ( I .  2 .  - i .  4 .  5 )  i n  t h e  l i n e s  o f  e a c h  p l o t  c o r r e s p o n d  t o  p / ' s  
(.01. . 1 .  .3. . 0 .  I). Dotted and solid lines correspond to upper and 
lower bounds, respectively. 
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Figure 3.9 Coverage probability versus expected number of failures plot for 
two-sided approximate 90% CI procedures for parameter t,i. The 
lumibers (1.2. 3. 4. 5) in the lines of each plot correspond to p/"s 
(.01. .1. .3. .0. 1). Dotted and solid lines correspond to upper and 
lower bounds, respectively. 
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3.4 Summary of Results and Possible Areas for Future Re­
search 
In tliis pape^r we prove that the distributions of likelihood ratio statistics and their 
signed square root can be approximated by their bootstrap distribution up to the sec­
ond order [0{i/n)\ when the underlying sampling distribution is partly discrete. One 
application of this result can be applied to find accurate procedures for constructing 
one-sided confidence bounds, two-sided confidence intervals or joint confidence region 
for complete or censored data. 
Examples like the one-parameter exponential model with Type I censoring and lo­
gistic regression given by Jensen (1989. 1993) illustrate some applications. We study in 
detail, the two-parameter W'eibull distribution model when data are Type I censored. 
Our simulation study compares several commonly suggested methods (Bootstrap-^ and 
BC,,) and more accurate higher order methods (modified signed square root likelihood 
ratio statistic) with likelihood ratio statistics calibrated by bootstrap procedures. The 
simulation provides a clear view of the small sample properties of these statistics. 
W'c can draw the following conclusions from our simulations involving Type I censored 
data. If one-sided confidence bounds are of interest, the PB.SRLLR and PBMSRLLR 
methods provide better coverage probability when the expected number of failures ex­
ceeds 10. If two-sided conhdence intervals are of interest, the PBSRLLR. PBMSRLLR 
and LLRB methods provide accurate procedures and moreover, the PBMSRLLR and 
LLRB methods give accurate coverage probability when the expected number of failures 
exceeds 7. .Although the LLRB method for two-sided confidence interval is the most 
accurate one in coverage probability among these methods, the resulting two-sided con­
fidence interval is not symmetric in the sense that the confidence level of one side of the 
interval is larger than the nominal confidence level and the confidence level of the other 
side of the interval is smaller than the nominal one. 
Some possible areas for further research are: 
• Our examples show that the theorems in Section 3 2 can be applied to the location-
scale model with Type I censoring data. For other kinds of censoring and distribu­
tions. Conditions (.-X) and (B) can be expected to hold when the model distributions 
are smooth and without overly heavy tails. It would be of interest to study the 
finite sample coverage probabilities for such distributions. 
• The procedure based on the modified likelihood ratio statistic (e.g.. .MSRLLR. 
defined in the .Appendix B) provides better coverage probabilities wlien they are 
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calibrated with a bootstrap procedure. The order of accuracy of the approximation 
could be further explored using methods parallel to those in Section -{.i. 
• Although the order of accuracy is the same for different parameters of interest in 
the theorem, our simulation study shows that, in small samples, the accuracy of the 
bootstrap methods for constructing one-sided confidence bounds are quite different 
for different quantiles when Type I censored data are considered. The problem is 
in the place when the ciuantity of interest is the p quantile where p is close to the 
proportion failing. The reason for the problem is due to the discrete-like behavior 
of MLE in Type I censored data (see Jeng and Meeker (199S) for more discussion 
and examples on this point). When the expected number of failures is small (less 
than 10). another alternative suggested by some limited simulation results is to 
use a double bootstrap calibration. Both the theoretical and the finite sample 
properties of this approach could be studied. The computational effort needed to 
do a complete simulation experiment would, however, be extremely large. 
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4 SIMULTANEOUS PARAMETRIC CONFIDENCE BANDS 
FOR CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTIONS FROM LIFE DATA 
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of Life Data Analysis 
Shuen-Lin Jeng and William Q. Meeker 
Abstract 
This paper describes existing methods and develops new methods for constructing 
simultaneous confidence bands for a cumulative distribution function (cdf). Our results 
are built on extensions of previous work by Cheng and lies (1983. 19SS). Cheng and 
lies use Wald statistics with (expected) Fisher information and provide different ap­
proaches to find one-sided and two-sided simultaneous confidence bands. We consider 
three statistics. Wald statistics with Fisher information. Wald statistics with local in­
formation. and likelihood ratio statistics. L'nlike pointwise confidence intervals, it is not 
[)ossii)[e to combine two 9o'X one-sided simultaneous confidence bands to get a 90% two-
sided sinniltaneous confidence band. We present a general approach for construction 
of lwo-side>d simultaneous confidence bands on a cdf for a continuous parametric model 
from complete and censored data. We start by using standard large-sample approxi­
mations and then e.xtend and compare these to corresponding simulation or bootstrap 
calibrated versions of the same methods. We show that bootstrap methods provide more 
accurate coverage probabilities than those based on the usual large sample appro.xima-
tions. Both two-sided and one-sided simultaneous confidence bands for location-scale 
parameter model are discussed in detail including situations with complete and censored 
data. simulation for the Weibull distribution and Type I censored data is used to 
compare finite sample properties. For the location-scale model with complete or Type II 
censoring, the bootstrap methods are exact. Simulation results show that, with Type I 
censoring, a bootstrap method based on the Wald statistic with local information pro­
vides a confidence region with coverage probability that is more accurate than a method 
based on l)ootstra[)ing the likelihood ratio statistic. W'e illustrate the iniplenientation 
of the methods with an application to estimate probability of detection (POD) which is 
usexl to asses nondestructive evaluation (N'DE) capability. 
Keywords: Bootstrap, likelihood ratio, simultaneous confidence band, life data, prob­
ability of detection. U'ald. 
4.1 Introduction 
4.1.1 Problem 
In life testing and reliability studies, the primary problem of interest is often to es­
timate an unknown cumulative distribution function (cdf). For e.xample. sample units 
might be put on a life test for the purpose of estimating the proportion failing before 
some specific time point. Another example is the need to cjuantify nondestructive eval­
uation (.\DE) capability. NDE methods are used, for example, to detect a subsurface 
flaws before processing expensive materials. Inputs for a risk analysis include detection 
capability for a range of different flaw sizes. These problems can be formulated as one 
where an unknown cdf is to be estimated. We will, however, use the more familiar failure 
time language in our general discussion. 
Confidence intervals quantify the uncertainty of estimation. For example, pointwise 
confidence intervals with a specific confidence level can be computed for the cdf at 
particular times. When the interest is on the cdf over a range of time values, the 
procedure using the combination of these pointwise confidence intervals will not provide 
a simultaneous confidence band with same coverage probability. For a given confidence 
level, a sin:ultaneous confidence band would be wider than the joint set of pointwise 
confidence intervals. This is because we use the same information from the data to do 
the inference for specific point of interest as we have for inference on an infinite number 
of points. 
L'nlike pointwise confidence intervals, one cannot combine two 100(1 — Q/2)% one­
sided simultaneous confidence bands to get a 100(1 — q)% two-sided simultaneous con­
fidence band. Different procedures are needed for one-sided and two-sided cases. 
Censoring often arises in life data collection. Some theoretical results for complete 
data do not hold for censored data. Especially for Type I censoring, the Wald and the 
likelihood ratio statistics no longer have the pivotal property (a pivotal statistic has a 
distribution that does not depend on unknown parameters) in location-scale models. 
Bootstrap methods, however, provide a more accurate approximate distribution when 
7:} 
tlie twact distributional form is not available, .ieng and Meeker (1998) show that the 
bootstrap likelihood ratio procedures are generally second order accurate for complete 
and censored data. Simulation results in this paper show that the procedure based on 
the bootstrap Wald statistics with local information provide a confidence region with 
confidence level that appears to be as accurate as or more accurate than the procedure 
based on the bootstrap likelihood ratio statistics, even when the e.xpected number of 
failures is small. 
4.1.2 Literature Review 
Xonparametric methods for constructing confidence bands for cdfs can. for e.xam-
ple. be based on statistics like the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics. See Lehmann (1986. 
pp. 3oo-3-")7) for definition and references to the literature. As described in Cheng and 
lies (198;}). however, these methods give rise to a constant (vertical) width and part 
of such a band will have ordinate values that are greater than one, while other parts 
will have ordinate values that are negative. Even if the general approach is used in a 
parametric setting, it makes the band unnecessarily broad in the tails. Kanofsky and 
Srinivasan (1972) overcome the problem under normal, exponential and uniform models 
by using the maximum absolute difference between the true function and an estimator 
of it (similar to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics) and by adjusting the resulting band 
to obtain the required confidence level, (. 'sing the Wald statistics with (e.xpected) Fisher 
information. Cheng and lies (L983) provide an alternative general procedure that can be 
applied to construct simultaneous bands for any continuous function g{-:0) of the pa­
rameters 0. First, a joint confidence region is constructed for the unknown parameters. 
Then a simultaneous confidence band is obtained by seeing how the continuous distri­
bution g(-:0} changes as the parameters are varied within the joint confidence region. 
The band is two-sided and has ordinate values that lie within the range of g. Cheng 
and lies (1988) extend the result to one-sided simultaneous confidence bands for a cdf 
under the location-scale model with complete data. The simultaneous confidence bands 
constructed in this way may be exact or conservative. We show that, for the location-
scale model with complete or Type II censoring, the bootstrap methods we present for 
constructing the two-sided and one-sided simultaneous confidence bands are exact. 
Le Cam (1990) replaced VVald's confidence ellipsoids by confidence sets based on 
Hellinger distance. Escobar and Meeker (I99S) develop methods parallel to Cheng and 
lies ( 198:{) based on the Wald statistics with local information for two-sided bands of 
quantiles and cdfs and show a certain duality property. 
7-1 
A likelifiood ratio test can be used to construct a joint confidence region (or an 
approximate joint conKdence region) for model parameters. Generally the distribution 
of the likelihood ratio statistic follows a \- distribution to the order 0(l/n) for both 
complete and censored data (Jensen. I99.J). This confidence region can produce simul­
taneous confidence bands for cdf's or any continuous function g(-:0). The likelihood 
ratio statistics are transformation invariant, unlike the VVald statistics. 
In the location-scale model for complete and Type II censored data, the VVald statis­
tic is a pivotal statistic. One can find the distribution of the Wald statistic by using 
simulation (or parametric bootstrap) methods. For time-censored data, the distribution 
of the V\'ald and the likelihood ratio statistics depends on the iniknown proportion in 
the population that would fail before the fi.Ked censoring time. The bootstrap procedure 
still provides a second order accurate appro.ximation for the distribution of likelihood 
ratio statistics (see .Jeng and .Meeker. 1998). 
There are some other bootstrap methods for constructing joint confidence regions 
that are not included in this research. Beran (19SS) suggests a method called bootstrap 
prepivoting to find the simultaneous confidence bands for a family of parametric func­
tions. The advantage of Beran's method is that the resulting confidence intervals are 
asymptotically balanced. .-V simultaneous confidence band of a function g{-.6) is bal­
a n c e d  i f  t h e  p o i n t w i s e  c o n f i d e n c e  l e v e l  f o r  t h e  c o n f i d e n c e  s t a t e m e n t  c o n c e r n i n g  g { x . 9 )  
remains unchanged as .r varies. But the prepivoting procedure usually needs a dou­
ble bootstrap to make the root closer to a pivot. Hall (1992. Section 4.2) suggests 
a likelihood based region that rec[uires high dimensional density estimation. V'eh and 
Singh (1997) propose a bootstrap balanced confidence region based on the Tukey depth. 
The difficulty of using this method is the large amount of computer time rec|uired to 
find the Tukey depth of every single point. 
Meeker et al. (1995. 1996. 1997) develop a methodology to estimate .N'ondestructive 
Evaluation (.\ 'DE) capability. The methodology is based on a physical/statistical predic­
tion model and can be used to predict probability of detection (POD) curves and other 
characteristics of a flaw detecting system. Sarkar et al. (1998) apply a similar method to 
quantify nondestructive testing inspection capability, using limited data available from 
destructive testing of cracks in heat exchanger tubes. Their data were right censored 
because of measurement saturation for large signals. They estimate a POD curve for 
a particular flaw detection system and provide pointwise confidence intervals for the 
POD curve based on the delta method and a normal approximation. We e.xtend the 
re^sults to provide sinudtaneous confidence bands for the POD curve. We use a boot­
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strap procedure to built a joint confidence region for the unknown parameters. This 
bootstrap procedure is similar to the one used by Robinson (1983) to construct confi­
dence intervals for one-dimensional parameters from progressively censored data. Then 
the joint confidence region is used to construct a simultaneous confidence band for the 
POD curve. 
4.1.3 Overview 
Section 4.2 provides a general approach for constructing two-sided simultaneous con­
fidence bands for a function g(-:6). Section 4.-'3 focuses on the location-scale distribution 
model and Section 4.4 presents the results of a simulation study using the Weibull dis­
tribution with complete and Type I censored data. Section 4.5 presents an application 
in which the sinuiltaneous confidence bands are used to quantify the uncertainty in the 
probability of detection curve. Section 4.6 gives discussion and possible areas for future 
research. 
4.2 Methods 
Let X  be a continuous random variable with values in a set T >  (e.g.. the positive real 
line) and let g{.r:0) be a continuous function defined on the set D and the k dimensional 
parameter space of 0 .  A  random sample j'l of size n  is to be used to calculate 
a sinuiltaneous confidence band for g { x : 0 )  over some specified (possibly infinite) range 
of .r values. W'e present a general approach for constructing two-sided simultaneous 
confidence bands. The method can be used for both complete and censored data. The 
approach c.xtcnds previous results from Cheng and lies (1983). 
.\ow we define some notation used in this paper. Suppose first that 7^ is a I00( \ —a)% 
joint confidence region for the unknown parameter vector 6. TZ could be obtained for 
the purpose of constructing either one-sided or two-sided simultaneous confidence bands. 
For a given function g. let us consider the function y ~ g{x:6) in the {x.y) plane for 
. r  G  v .  W h e n  9  i s  c h a n g i n g  i n  T Z .  t h e  f u n c t i o n  g  w i l l  c o v e r  a  r e g i o n .  B .  o n  t h e  { x . y )  
plane. Because the true value of 9 lies in IZ with probability 1 — q. the probability is 
at least 1 — a that one of the functions used to cover the region B is the unknown true 
function g(-:9). Thus S is a simultaneous confidence band for g(-\9) that will contain 
the true function g{-:9) with probability at least I — q. In general there may be values 
of 0 outside of the region TZ that giv^e a function g{-:9) lying entirely within the band 
B. So the band B could be conservative. 
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Define the lower and upper confidence carves C) and C'u at .r corresponding to a joint 
confidence region IZ as 
C i { x )  =  n u n g ( . v :  0 ) .  C i , ( j: )  —  n m x g ( . v :  0 ) .  ( - l - U  
If J Z  is the region constracted for a two-sided simultaneous confidence band, we 
denote the two-sided band by 
B  = {(a-.y) : 0(x) < y <  C.(.r).x € D } .  (-1.2) 
I 'sually in order to achieve the recjuired confidence level, a different joint confidence 
region TZ is needed for a one-sided simultaneous band. For a region TZ constructed to 
c o m p u t e  a  o n e - s i d e d  b a n d ,  w e  u s e  t h e  r e g i o n  t o  p r o d u c e  a  l o w e r  c o n f i d e n c e  c u r v e  C i { x )  
and denote the one-sided lower simultaneous confidence band by 
= { { j - ' . y )  •• !J > C i i . r ) . x  e  V } .  (-1.3) 
Similarly, we denote the the one-sided upper simultaneous confidence band by 
Bu = {(-i--.!/) : y  <  e  V } .  (-1.-1) 
4.2.1 Methods Used 
The different methods for constructing a joint confidence region T Z  are based on 
different statistics and procedures. Below we describe briefly seven methods by indicat­
ing how the exact or approximate distribution of the statistics are obtained. In all of 
these methods, we let L{f)) denote the likelihood function and 6 denote the maximum 
l i k e l i h o o d  e s t i m a t o r  o f  0 .  
4.2.1.1 \^-approximation Methods 
Wald statistic with Fisher information (WLADF). Let 
^  \  d l o g  L ( e ) d  l o g  L { O y  
de~, 
be the Fisher information matrix. The Wald statistic with Fisher information is 
Q r { O )  =  { O ~ 0 ) ' l { e ) ( 0 - O ) .  
Rao (197.'}. page -118) shows that the large-sample limiting distribution of Q/r is \^.. 
Wald statistic witii local information (WLADL). Let 
n o )  =  
d  log L ( 6 )  ^ log L { 9 )  
do, d o ,  
be the local information matrix. The Wald statistic with local information is 
Q L( 0 )  =  { 0 ~ 0 ) 'T( 0 ) { 0 - 0 ) .  
Cos. and Hinkley (1974. page 314) show that the large-sample limiting distribution of 
Ql is  \ i .  
Log LR method (LLR). The likelihood ratio statistic is defined as 
\ V ( 0 )  - 2  log 
L { 0 )  
Serfling (1980. Section 4.4) shows that the large-sample limiting distribution of ir(0) is 
) 
Log LR Bartlett corrected method (LLRB). Let 
W e i e )  =  k  \ V { 0 )  
eFW 
Because the expectation of 11^(6^) is ecjual to the mean of the \ j. distribution, the distri­
bution of \Vb{0) can. when compared with ir(6^). be expected to be ijetter approximated 
by the \l. distribution (Bartlett 1937). In general one must substitute an estimate for 
E[ir(<^)] computed from one's data. For complicated problems (e.g.. those involving 
censoring) it is necessary to estimate of E[H'(0)] by using simulation. 
4.2.1.2 Parametric Bootstrap Methods 
The following methods use the "bootstrap principle" or Monte Carlo evaluation of 
sampling distributions. Suppose a statistic S{0) is a function of random variables with a 
d i s t r i b u t i o n  t h a t  d e p e n d s  o n  t h e  p a r a m e t e r  0 .  T h e  p a r a m e t r i c  b o o t s t r a p  v e r s i o n  S ' { 6 )  
of 5 is the same function but evaluated at data ("bootstrap samples") simulated using 
an estimate 0 instead of the unknown 0 [see Efron and Tibshirani (1993) for more detail]. 
( sing 0 in place of the distribution parameters, the distribution of 5" can be calculated 
analytically in simple situations, or by simulation in general. E.xcept for special cases 
in which the underling statistic is pivotal [e.g.. complete data or Type II censoring 
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from location-scale distributions] the distribution of will depend on 0 .  and thus the 
distribution of >" will provide only an approximation to the distribution of 
Parametric bootstrap Wald statistic with Fisher information (BWALDF). Let 
Q'[r (0)  be the bootstrap version of Q f{G)- ^ se the distribution of Q'piO)  to approximate 
t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  Q f { 0 ] .  
Parametric bootstrap Wald statistic with local information (BWALDL). Let 
Q l i O )  be the bootstrap version of L'se the distribution of Q' i (9)  to approximate 
the distribution of Q i [ 0 ) .  
Parametric bootstrap log likelihood ratio method (BLLR). Let be the 
bootstrap version of ir(6'). L'se the distribution of ir'(0) to approximate the distribution 
of H V^)-
4.2.2 Construction of Simultaneous Confidence Bands 
Let S(0) be any one of Ql[Q)- or Also let - denote the 
tOO( 1 — quantile from the distributions corresponding to S { 0 )  or S " { 0 )  from one of 
the seven methods. A 100( 1 — q)% confidence region for 0 can be obtained by 
7 e  =  { ^ ; : 5 ( 0 ) < 7 } .  ( 4 . 5 )  
By using the notation of (4.1). an approximate 100(1 — a)% two-sided simultaneous 
confidence band can be obtained from (4.2). 
In general, these methods provide exact or conservative procedures. In the next sec­
tion we show that under the location-scale model with complete or Type II censored data, 
the coverage probability of the bootstrap methods for constructing two-sided simultane­
ous confidence bands for the cdf by using the joint confidence region 7^ of 0 is ec[ual to 
the nominal confidence level. When the data are Type I censored from a location-scale 
model or when the data are complete from other general models, approximate two-sided 
simultaneous confidence bands still can be constructed using these methods. 
The confidence level for a one-sided confidence band constructed by using the joint 
confidence region obtained with equation (4.5) will be larger than the nominal one. In 
general the joint confidence region needed for the one-sided simultaneous confidence 
bands depends on the properties of fimction g. However, for the location-scale model 
with complete data. Cheng and lies (19SS) give a procedure that provides a one-sided 
bound with the correct coverage probability. 
•Jeng and .Meeker (1998) show that under some regularities conditions the BLLR 
method is secoiifl order accurate even for Type I censored data. This procedure, when 
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used to construct joint confidence regions, has coverage probability that is close to nomi­
nal. The BLLR method also provides appro.xirnate two-sided and one-sided simultaneous 
confidence bands for general models u-ith complete or censored data. 
In the ne.xt section we focus on methods for the location-scale model with com­
plete or censored data. These methods can. however, be applied to log-location-scale 
distributions like the lognormal. W'eibull and loglogistic. 
4.3 Location-scale Model 
Suppose is a known continuous distribution function, and consider a random 
variable .V with cdf 'ind density o[(j' — i.i)/a\/a where {.i and a are the 
unknown location and scale parameters. In this case .V is said to have a location-scale 
distribution. Let Ji and a be the ma.xinium likelihood estimators for and a. 
4.3.1 Two-sided Simultaneous Confidence Bands 
This section describes some properties of the statistics that are used to construct 
joint confidence regions. First we express these statistics into different forms. 
WALDF. The Fisher information matrix for f.i and a can be written as 
r ,  . " / '11 - ' i2\ 
/ ( / / . < 7 )  = — . 1. 
^ \~"'12 ' 2 2  J  
Then, as shown in Cheng and lies (I9S8). the VVald statistic with Fisher information 
can be e.xpressed as 
Q r i H . c r )  =  n i i i i p L  -  " <^)/(^'  + "'•22(5' -
= — 2nii-2MS -f n/22'5'". 
where .\[ = { f i  — / . i)/a and S = {a — cr)la. 
WALDL. Similarly the local information matrix can be written as 
/=/(//.(T) = — ^ ^ . 
f  y  — i i 2  ' 2 2 -  /  
Then the Wald statistic with local information can be expressed as 
Q L i f t . c r )  = —  •2n/v).v/.s' -|- t i i r t S ' .  
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where M  —  ( f i  ~  / / ) / ^  S  =  ( B  —  t ) / ? .  
LLR. For complete data, the likelihood ratio statistic can be expressed as 
For right censored data (Type I or Type II). let 5,  =  I if the /th observation is a failure. 
S, = 0 if /th the observation is censored. Then the likelihood ratio statistics can be 
expressed as 
r,—it \  '^1 P i  r f .  / -T, —« \  
= -.,o,< i i-i, . 
Complete data. Kendall and Stuart (L979) show that /n-'ii- and i > y  are constants 
independent of /.i and a. Because the distributions of .V/ and 5 do not depend on f.i and 
T (Lawless 1982. page 147). Qf is a pivotal cjuantity. .\ 'ote that (.r, —^)fa. .\[. and 5' 
a r e  f u n c t i o n s  o f  a / a .  i . i \  —  M .  a n d  . S ' .  s o  t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  ( . r ,  — l i ) j a .  M .  a n d  S  
do not depend on /.i or a .  The elements in- 'i2- and i i y  clepend only on (x, Thus 
Qi is also a pivotal quantity. Because H' depends only on (x, — i-i)/o-. {x, — and 
it/(T. it is also a pivotal cjuantity. The BW.A.LDL. BW.ALDF. and BLLR methods for 
constructing the 100( 1 — a)9t confidence regions have exact confidence level 1 — a except 
for the Monte Carlo simulation error (which can be made arbitrary small by increasing 
the number of .Monte Carlo trails). 
Type II censored data. Lawless (19S2. page 147) shows that, with Type II censoring. 
Zi = (// — //)/?. Z2 = djcT. Z3 = (// — ^)/cr. and a, = (x, — /r)/<T are pivotal quantities. 
Because Qf. Qi. and H' only depend on Z\. Zi. Z3. and a,, they are also pivotal 
quantities with Type II censoring. The 100(1 — q)% confidence regions obtained by the 
B\V.\LDL. BVV'.ALDF. and BLLR methods have exact coverage probability 1 — c except 
for Monte Carlo simulation error. 
Type I censored data. With Type I censoring the distributions of Q p .  Q ^ .  H'. and 
W 'b depend on the unknown proportion failing at the censoring time. For this reason, 
joint confidence regions and simultaneous confidence bands based on these statistics are 
only approximations. The approximation improves with increasing sample size. 
Once we have a 100( I —ct)Yi confidence region TZ for f.i and a from one of the previous 
described methods, the 100(1 — q)Vi  two-sided simultaneous confidence curves can be 
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obtained by using the equation (4.1). providing the simultaneous band as indicated in 
(4.2). 
Cheng and lies (1983) show that the confidence level of the two-sided simultaneous 
confidence band is the same for the location-scale model as the confidence level of the 
confidence region produced by the W.\LDF method. We e.xtend this result to show that 
any conve.x confidence region with required confidence level can be used to construct a 
two-sided simultaneous band and that both the region and the band have the required 
confidence level. Xote that the confidence regions for the two-sided simultaneous bands 
constructed from the W.\LDF or the WALDL methods are ellipses and thus are conve.x. 
[ 'sualiy the LLR method will produce convex confidence regions. 
We first use a conve.x confidence region 7^ to construct a simultaneous confidence 
band for quantiles of the distribution. Then we show that the band can be converted to 
a simultaneous confidence band for the cdf and argue that in either case, the confidence 
level of the band is the same as the confidence region TZ. 
The p c(uantile Xp is defined as 
•l-p = l-l UpCr. (4.6) 
where tip = 4>~'(p). Consider a fi.xed p. 0 < /; < 1. In the {(.i-cr) plane, equation (4.6) 
represents a family of parallel lines with different intercepts .Vp and the same slope — "p'• 
Because the region 7v is convex, the smallest and the largest values of .Vp produced by 
ifi.cr) G TZ. say . ?p(min) and . ?p(max). correspond to two parallel tangents to the region 
R. (see Figure 4.1). Then [ .?p(min)./ j] and [ rp(max)./;]. 0 < p < 1. are two curves in the 
( .2-.<&[(.r — plane which define a simultaneous confidence band B for all quantiles. 
Based on Result I in .Appendix C, the lower and upper confidence curves for quantiles 
are the same as the upper and lower confidence curves, respectively, for the cdf $. That 
is the band B is also the simultaneous confidence band for the cdf. Result 2 in .Appendix 
C shows the band B has the same confidence level as the confidence region 7^. 
Equation (4.1) can always be calculated numerically, so the band (4.2) is obtainable. 
Cheng and lies (1983) provide an exact formula for the VV^ALDF method. Suppose -/ is 
the 1 — Q quantile of the distribution from the W.ALDF method and 7/n < (/u/22 — 
Then 100(1 — a)% two-sided simultaneous confidence curves are 
C i ( . r )  =  -  h ) .  C J x )  =  +  h )  (4.7) 
where 




Figure -1.1 A 9oVi convex confidence region to be used for two-sided simul­
taneous confidence band constructed from the BWALDL method 
with data in Section -1.5. 
The exact same formula can be applied for the BWWLDF method, except that the 
value of -• is replaced b\- the I — Q quantile of distribution of 
I'sing the arguments similar to those in Cheng and lies (1983). Escobar and .Meeker 
(199S) develop the following fornmla for the W'.VLDL method. Their formula also can 
be used for the BV\ALDL method. Suppose is the 1 — o quantile of the distribution 
from the \\'.-\LDL or BW.ALDL method and < ('ii '22 —'f?)/'!!- Then 100(1 — a)% 
two-sided simultaneous confidence curves are 
0(.r )  =  c&(a.r)  +  /2i  - / j . ) .  r , (x)  = (&(f(x)  +  / i i  +  /z2)  (4.8)  
where 
i  "  ^  ( ' 1 2  +  ^  ' 2 2 )  / ' i  =  —  
X 12 2 
h 2  =  — — ^  ^  [ i i  \ ' 1 ^  i \ 2  - f  122) ~  7  ^  ( ' u ' 2 2  ^ ^ 2 )  
^  1  x  ' 2 2  
^(.r) = (.r -  /7)/CT.  
For the LLR. LLRB. and BLLR methods, the 100(1 — a)% two-sided simultaneous 
confidence curves can be obtained numerically by using Equation (-1.1). 
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4.3.2 One-sided Simultaneous Confidence Bands 
The construction of a confidence region for one-sided simultaneous conKdence bands 
is different from the two-sided case. Cheng and lies (1988) provide an argument for 
using the W.ALDF method. We extend their argument to other methods that can be 
used to produce conve.x confidence regions. 
To see this, we describe a method for obtaining a region needed to define a lower 
confidence band of the cdf (the method for an upper confidence band is analogous). 
.\s argued in .Section 4.3.1. the upper simultaneous confidence curve for quantiles is the 
same as the lower simultaneous confidence curve for the cdf. The same argument applies 
for one-sided simultaneous confidence bands. Below we construct a confidence region 
for obtaining an upper simultaneous confidence band for quantiles and argue that the 
confidence level of the band is the same as that of the region. 
Suppose we have a conve.\ confidence region K with a certain confidence level. For 
a given p. let Kp denote the half space of if-i.cr) that satisfies /j. 4- t ipCr <  xp(ma.x). Let 
'Ri denote the intersection of all TZp. 0 < p < I. Because the tangent lines are on the 
right boundary of 7Z. TZi is the union of region IZ and a left semi-infinite band Si. See 
Figure 4."2. 
Result -i  (in Appendix C) shows that the confidence level of Bi obtained by using C'/ 
is the same as that of 7v/. That is. the one-sided simultaneous confidence band will be 
exact if the corresponding convex confidence region TZi has the desired confidence level. 
We consider TZi. 'R. and 5; in their inverted form as being a region 'Rf . R'. and <5; 
in the (//.?) plane. For a given confidence coefficient I — o. we would like to calculate 
the corresponding value '  such that 
Pr[(/7.CT) G TZi = TZ U<5;] = 1 — a. (-1-9) 
For the W.ALDF method. Cheng and lies (1988) describe a way to calculate the 
critical value - . We show their results here. Let 
ATf i \ _ I f in -'12 I /']! - f.i\ 
\Or j cry/ru~ y 0 d j  \a — cr) 
where d  =  { i i i ' n  —  Note that O p i  and 0^2 are asymptotically independently 
normal distributed. The region T Z  is defined by those ( f - i . c r )  values that satisfy the 
inequality Qr = O^i + 0f > < Then spherical symmetry of the independent bivariate 
normal distribution allows Pr{(//. ir )  € 7^/} to be evaluated as half the sum of Pr{(/7. ?) € 






Figure -L2 The 97.o9{ convex confidence region for a one-sided simultane­
ous confidence band constructed from the BW'ALDL method with 
data in Section 4.5. It is the union of a closed conve.x region and 
a left semi-infinite band. 
These probabilities are. respectively. Pr(Zi < " ) and Pr(< Zz < where Zi 
is a chi-square random variable with 2 df and Z> is a standard normal random variable. 
Thus the asymptotic value of the confidence coefficient associated with the region TZi is 
given by the formula )-(-"i^norl"' ' ' '") ~ !]• where is the cdf of \-, distribution and 
<&n..r i-"' cdf of the standard distribution. For the \V.A.LDF method, to find the 7 for 
an approximate I00( I — afk confidence region TZi we solve the equation 
V^-) - 1] = 1 - Q. (4.10) 
For the \V.-\LDL method, let 
/ o l i \  _  1  f  ' 1 1  — ' r a  f ~  l - ' - \  
where d = same argument, we solve the equation (4.10) to find 
'  for an approximate 100(1 — a)Vc confidence region TZi 
P'or the LLR method, the regions "R. and S'l are defined by I t '  <  ' and —< 
/?,, < where /?., = sign (i? — cr) x/[TY. U'l = "iflog L(/z. ir) — log iL(/z^. (t)]. is 
the constrained maximum likelihood estimator of // given a. Because H' and are 
asymptotically \ i  and standard normal distributed respectively, we can use equation 
(1.10) to find the for an approximate 100(1 — a)% confidence region TZi- Note that 
because both the LLRB and the LLR statistics have the same limiting distribution, the 
LLRB method has the same 7 value as the LLR method. 
Based on experience with pointwise confidence intervals (e.g.. Jeng and .Meeker. 
1998). we expect that using bootstrap calibration to obtain - in the one-sided case will 
provide a more accurate procedure. Let /7" and a'. TZ'. TZ'. and Si' be the bootstrap 
versions of // and a. TZ'^. TZ .  and <5;. respectively. Now 1Z is defined by Qf. Qi. W 
or \\ B as (4.5). For a given confidence coefficient 1 — a. we would like to calculate the 
corresponding value '  such that 
Pr[(/7'.5") € 7^)' = TZ!'\jS ' i ' \ = 1 -  «• (4.11) 
Then we use in place of in the W.-\LDF. W.-KLDL. and LLR methods to provide 
bootstrap confidence regions. 
Once the confidence region is constructed, the lower one-sided confidence curve for 
cdf <I> is Ci(.r) = min<?gfi, <&(.r;6'). Hence the the lower one-sided confidence band is given 
by equation (4..3). 
Using arguments similar to those in the previous section. Of-i- ^L2- and are pivotal 
quantities for complete and Type II censored data. Then the confidence region obtained 
by bootstrap calibration has exactly the nominal confidence level (e.xcept for the .Monte 
Carlo simulation error). Thus the procedure for one-sided simultaneous confidence bands 
also has the correct coverage probability. For Type I censored data, again we have only 
approximate results, with the approximation becoming better in large samples. 
For calculation of one-sided simultaneous confidence curves. (4.7) can be used for 
the \\ '.\LDF and the BVV.A.LDF methods by substituting in the corresponding values. 
Formula (4.7) can also be used for the VV'.-\.LDL and the BVV.\LDL methods. For the 
LLR and BLLR method, there is no simple formula but the one-sided simultaneous 
confidence curves can be calculated numerically from (4.1). 
4.4 Simulation Study 
To explore the finite sample performance of these methods, we conducted a simula­
tion using the Weibull distribution and both complete and Type I censored data. Our 
sinuilation experiment was designed to study the following factors; 
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rable l.l Xumber of the cases where r = 0 or L iti oOOO Monte Carlo sinm-
latiotis of the experiment. The expected numbers rounded to the 
nearest integer are shown inside parentheses. 
P f  
.01 .10 .50 .90 
3 
E ( r )  5 
1  
10 
984(988) 889(918) 555(546) 132(139) 
175(198) 159(168) 54( 53) 1( 2) 
34( 35) 24( 27) 6( 4) 0( 0) 
2( 2) 2( 1) 0( 0) 0( 0) 
• Pf-. the expected proportion failing by the censoring time. 
•  E { r )  =  n p j :  the expected number of failures before the censoring time. 
We used 5000 Monte Carlo samples for each p j  and E { r )  combination. The number of 
bootstrap replications used was lOOOO. The levels of the simulation experiment factors 
used were pj = .01. .1, .5. .9. I and E{r) = .3, 5. 7. 10. 15. 20. and -30. For each Monte 
Carlo sample we obtained the .ML estimates of the location and scale parameters. The 
confidence regions for the two-sided and one-sided 100(1 — simultaneous confidence 
bands were evaluated for q  =.025 and .05. Without loss of generality, we sampled from 
an SE\' distribution with // = 0 and a = \. 
Because the number of failures before the censoring time is random, it is possible to 
have as few as /• = 0 or 1 failures in the simulation, especially when E(r) is small. With 
r = 0. ML estimates do not exist. With r = 1. LR intervals may not exist. Therefore, 
we calculate the results conditionally on the cases with r > 1. and report the observed 
nonzero proportions that resulted in r < 1. See Table 4.4. 
Let 1 — Q be the nominal coverage probability (CP) of a procedure for constructing a 
joint confidence region, and let 1 — q denote the corresponding Monte Carlo evaluation 
of the actual coverage probability 1 — a'. The standard error of a is approximately 
se( I — d) = [o'( I — q ')//?^]'/^. where tis is the number of Monte Carlo simulation trials. 
For a 95'^ confidence region from 5000 simulations the standard error of the Monte 
Carlo CP evaluation is [.05(1 — .9o)/5000]' ' ' '^ = .0031 if the procedure is correct. Thus 
the .Monte Carlo error is approximately -izWn. We say the procedure or the method for 
the 959^ confidence region is adequate if the CP is within ±[^/c error of the nominal CP. 
From the Figure 1.3 to Figure 4.7 we have the following results 
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• Xeitlier the WALDF nor the W'ALDL method provides an adequate procedure 
when £(/•)< 30. 
• The coverage probability of the LLR method depends both on the sample size and 
on the expected number of failures. The procedure is adequate when E(r) > 20. 
• The LLRB method is adecjuate when E ( r )  >  5  for two-sided simultaneous bands 
and when E(r) > 30 for one-sided simultaneous bands. Using a Bartlett correction 
improves the coverage probability of the procedure for one-sided simultaneous 
bands only when there is no censoring or slight censoring. 
• .\s e.xpected. the BLLR method is exact for complete data. The coverage probabil­
ity of tlie procedure for two-sided simultaneous confidence bands is accurate even 
in heavily censored cases when £"(/•) = o. But the coverage probability of the pro­
cedure for one-sided simultaneous confidence bands is accurate when E(r) > 1-5. 
• .-\s expected, the B\V.\LDF method is exact for complete data. With Type 1 
censoring it is adequate when E(r) > 10. 
• The BWALDL is exact as expected for complete data. With Type I censoring it 
is adequate when E(r j > 5. 
Overall, the BW.-\LDL method provides the best results. .Also there are simple 
formulas to calculate simultaneous confidence bands for the cdf. So for the location-
scale mode, the BW.A.LDL method is recommended. 
4.5 Simultaneous Confidence Band for POD Curve 
Probability of Detection (POD) curves are a commonly used metric for the .\on-
destructive Evaluation (XDE) capability. We follow the methodology developed by 
.Meeker et al. (1995. 1996. 1997) which is motivated by the need for methods to predict 
ultrasonic (UT) inspection POD for detecting hard-alpha and other subsurface flaws in 
titanium using a gated peak-to-peak L'T detection method. Sarkar et al. (1998) apply a 
similar methodology to the non-destructive testing using L'T inspection and destructive 
testing of cracks in heat exchanger data. 
The combined data used in Sarkar et al. (199S) came from testing three heat ex­
changer tubes. The data are denoted by {(fU-./yA.) :  k = L n}. where (/a- is the signal 
amplitude corresponding to the crack size «t. In the ultrasonic inspection, the signal 
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gure 4.;? ("overage probability plot of the methods for constructing approx­
imate 9o9^ two-sided and one-sided simultaneous confidence bands 
in the cases pj = .01. 
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Figure 4.4 Coverage probability plot of the methods for constructing appro.x-
imate 959c two-sided and one-sided simultaneous confidence bands 
in the cases pj = .1. 
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Figure 4.5 Coverage probability plot of the methods for constructing approx­
imate two-sided and one-sided simultaneous confidence bands 
in the cases pj = .5. 
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Figure 4.6 Cover5.ge probability plot of methods for constructing approxi­
mate 959? confidence regions for two-sided and one-sided simulta­
neous confidence bands in the cases pj = .9. 
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Figure 4.7 Coverage probability plot of the methods for constructing approx­
imate 90*/^ two-sided and one-sided simultaneous confidence bands 
in the cases pj = 1.0. 
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UT and Theoretical McxJel Prediction 
!— ' • • ' I 
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Crack Stze S ol Through Walt 
[•"igure 4.S The CT signals and the theoretical model predictions. Censored 
data is represented by triangles. 
will saturate when it exceeds a specific bound. The ultrasonic signals were reported in 
the scaled format as the percentage of a full-scale signal which is determined by calibrat­
ing on a given standard. Signals above 100'/^ are right censored. Figure -l.S shows the 
observed data and the prediction from a theoretical physical model for ideal flaws (rect­
angular slots). The signals from tlie ideal flaws are much stronger than actual cracks. 
.Modeling the deviations (bias and variance) provides a useful model for estimating POD 
for the inspection method. 
Let ijk denote the prediction from the theoretical physical model for ultrasonic .\DE 
signals (UXDE model) for a crack size of a^.. We define the generalized deviations (using 
a Box-Cox transformation) as 
g{yk-yk:>^)  = < A A 
log(y/:) -  log((/i). A = 0. 
A 7^ 0. (4.12) 
The purpose of using the generalized transformation is to simplify the modeling of vari­
ability in the UT signals (specifically to stabilize variance and obtain a simple form for 
the distribution). 
Based on the experiences with large amounts of experimental UT data. .Meeker et 
al. ( 1!)9.^. Ii)!)6) observed that a value of A in the neighborhood of 0.3 tends to make 
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the distribution of the deviation close to iid A ( f i . r r - ) .  For the heat exchanger ( f data. 
Sarkar et al. also found that A = 0.3 is suitable. 
For the heat exchanger I T data, the scaled I'T signal amplitude was recored in the 
form of single right censoring with the fi.xed right censoring level The generalized 
deviation results in multiplely right-censored values .r^, = g{t^.yi). i = 1 n .  We 
use the method of maximum likelihood to estimate the unknown parameters f.i and cr. 
Figure 4.9 shows a normal probability plot and 9o9( pointwise confidence intervals for 
the distribution of the generalized deviations. We see that the normal distribution fits 
the generalized deviation data well. 
Let V be the maximum reading in the gate of an L'T .A.-scan. The threshold ijth 
was chosen to be the 259? of the full-scale signal. There is a detection when V > yth-
For this application, the POD is of the primary interest. Under the general model the 
probability of a detection on any given reading of a crack of size a is 
P O D ( a )  = Pr(V'(rt) > y t h )  = I -  Pr[5r(V'(a)..(/(a)) < g ( u t h - f j { a ) ) ]  
= 1 -I H'r 
a,  (-1.13) 
where standard normal (Gaussian) cumulative distribution function and 
and are estimates from the generalized deviation data. 
Sarkar et al. (1998) provide point-wise confidence intervals for a POD curve by 
using the delta method and a normal approximation. For actual applications of system 
reliability, one would be interested in the uncertainty of the estimation of the POD 
curve for a range of crack sizes. The methods developed in this paper provide the 
needed simultaneous confidence bands. 
The following gives the bootstrap procedure u.sed to find the critical value -• for the 
methods being considered. Let L'{/.i.a) be the particular statistic used for finding the 
confidence region. This statistic could be Qp. Qi or H' that is defined in the Section 
4.3. 
1. Simulate one sample xj a** from the normal distribution .V(/z.5^). 
2. Let S' = 0 if x' < .r.-, and S '  =  1 if x '  >  x ^ .  Set = min{.rj..i\-,}. 
i = 1 V. Calculate [ '  from the bootstrap data (r'.^'). i = 1 V. 
3. Repeat steps I and 2 B  times to calculate the MLEs /zj and a '  of p .  and a  
and I 'o[ ( j.j = I B. .Arrange the i'j in ascending order. 
4. Tse as the critical value - for the given confidence coefficient I — o 
in finding Iwo-sided simultaneous confidence bands. 
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Figure -1.9 Xornial prot)ability plot with A =.'•] and 9o7c pointwise confidence 
interval. 
5. Let k  be a positive number less than n and let n i  =  :  j  >  
k . ( f i ' . a ' )  G <5^"} where S ' '  is defined in equation 4.11. Find k such that 
k 171 = B{1 — a). L'se L'J[ be the critical value for the given confidence 
coefficient 1 — a in finding one-sided simultaneous confidence bands. 
V\'e use B = 10000 to calculate the critical value ' for the BVV'ALDF and BW.ALDL 
methods and to construct the 95^,^ two-sided and 97.5% one-sided simultaneous con­
fidence bands for the POD curve. Figure 4.10 compares the two-sided 95% pointwise 
confidence intervals using the delta method and the simultaneous confidence bands us­
ing the BVV.-\LDL method. The important diflferences are clear. The BW.\LDL band 
is wider especially when the crack size is smaller than 20% of referenced size. Fig­
ure 4.II shows that the difference between the BVV'.A.LDL and the BVVV\.LDF methods 
is not so large. .As indicated by the simulation study, because the sample size is 32. 
the confidence level should be close to the nominal value. Figure 4.12 compares a set of 
the 97.one-sided lower pointwise intervals based on the normal approximation and 
lower simultaneous confidence bands based on the BVV.-\LDF and BW.ALDL methods. 
The pointwise intervals tend to lead to narrower region which could be misleading when 
interest is over a range of crack sizes. 
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Figure 4.10 The 95*^ two-sided pointvvise confidence intervals using a normal 
approximation and the 9-5% two-sided and 97.o% one-sided lower 
simultaneous confidence bands using the BWALDL method. 
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Figure 4.11 The two-sided simultaneous confidence bands calculated by 
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F igure-1.12 The 97.59? one-sided pointwise lower confidence bounds and 
simultaneous lower confidence bands calculated by using the 
BW.\LDL and BWALDF methods. 
4.6 Discussion and Future Work 
Cheng and lies (1983. 19SS) use VVald statistics with (expected) Fisher information 
and provide different approaches for finding one-sided and two-sided simultaneous confi-
denre bauds when tliere is no censoring in data. W'e extend their approach by using Wald 
statistics with local information and likelihood ratio statistics (with or without Bartlett 
correction) and compare these to corresponding simulation or bootstrap calibrated ver­
sions of the same methods when data are complete or censored. The methods presented 
in this paper can be used to construct two-sided simultaneous confidence bands for gen­
eral continuous functions. For constructing one-sided simultaneous confidence bands, 
these methods can only be directly applied to the cdf of location-scale distributions. 
We show that for the location-scale model, the accuracy of the procedure for con­
structing the simultaneous confidence bands is the same as that of the procedure for 
constructing its corresponding joint confidence region. The BVV'.ALDF. BV\;A.LDF. and 
BLLR methods have exact coverage probability when data are complete or Type II cen­
sored. When data are Type I censored, only approximate joint confidence regions can be 
oljtained. Our simulation study shows that the BW.-\LDF and BLLR methods provide 
accurat(» coverage prol)abilities when the number of failures reaches 15 for different pro­
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portions failing. The BWALDL method produces accurate coverage probabilities when 
the number of failures reaches o. The following are some issues for future research: 
• In some cases interest centers on inference for a function over some particular range 
of its arguments. For example, only the lower part of a cdf might be of interest [e.g.. 
<P(j-:0).x < t. for some time /]. For the cdf of a location-scale distribution, we can 
construct the corresponding joint confidence regions by following the arguments 
similar to those in the Sections -1.3.1 and -1.3.2 and then use the resulting regions to 
construct two-sided and one-sided simultaneous bands, respectively. The shape of 
the joint confidence region will depend on which part of the function is of interest. 
• Both the BW.-\LDF and the BWALDL methods provide accurate joint confidence 
regions for the unknown parameters in the location-scale model. We use these 
methods to construct correspondingly accurate simultaneous confidence bands. 
The open question is how well these two methods perform in other models. In 
particular, it would be useful to know if they are as good as the BLLR method 
which generally has second order accuracy in coverage probability for both com­
plete and censored data (Jeng and Meeker 199S). .A. general method to construct 
accurate one-sided simultaneous bands for a function still needs to be e.\-
plored. The challenge is to determine an appropriate confidence region that can 
be used to generate a one-sided simultaneous band. 
• The approach used to construct simultaneous confidence bands in this paper can 
be extended to regression problems. Escobar and .Meeker (1998) give a formula to 
calculate the simultaneous confidence band of a regression curve using the W.ALDF 
and WALDL methods for the location-scale model. Their formula can also be used 
in the BW.ALDF and BW.A.LDL methods. The simultaneous confidence bands 
using the LLR. LLRB or BLLR methods also can be obtained numerically. 
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5 CONCLUSION 
The first paper of our research provides a detailed comparison of methods for con­
structing approximate confidence intervals. These methods range from the most com­
monly used large-sample normal-approximation methods to the more modern compu­
tationally intensive likelihood and simulation-based methods. Because opposite lower 
and upper bounds of a two-sided confidence interval tend to have conservative versus 
anti-conservative coverage probabilities, the effect of averaging often results in reason­
ably adequate coverage-probability approximations for two-sided confidence intervals in 
situations with moderately large sample sizes. Our results show, however, that for mod­
erate amounts of censoring and one-sided bounds (most commonly used in practical 
applications in the physical and engineering sciences as well as other areas of applica­
tion) the simple normal-approximation (NORM and TXORM) methods provide only 
crude approximations even when the e.xpected number of failures is as large as 100. 
.Appropriate computationally-intensive methods provide important improvements. 
In particular, likelihood-based methods, even when calibrated with the large sample 
chi-square distribution approximation (e.g.. the LR method), generally provide better 
results. Calibrating the LR CTs by simulation (see .Appendix A) does not address the 
asymmetry problem and results in inaccurate one-sided bounds. Calibrating the indi­
vidual tails of a likelihood-based interval with simulation (i.e.. the PBSRLLR method) 
provides important improvements in coverage probability accuracy, even for small E(r). 
for all but one exceptional situation (i.e.. inferences at times near to the censoring time 
or quantiles near the proportion censoring with E{r) < 10). The transformed bootstrap-
t procedure provides a computationally simpler method, but one needs to be careful in 
the specification of the transformation to be used. 
In the second paper we prove that the distributions of likelihood ratio statistics and 
their signed square root can be approximated by their bootstrap distribution up to the 
second order [0{ I In)] when the underling distribution is partly discrete. One application 
of this result can be used to construct one-sided confidence bounds, two-sided confidence 
intervals or joint confidence region for complete and censored data. 
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Sonu" examples like the one-parameter exponential model and logistic regression given 
by Jensen ( 1989. 199:}) are stated here to illustrate the applications. The two-parameter 
W'eibull distribution model is studied in details when data is Type I censored. Our 
simulation study compares several commonly suggested methods (Bootstrap-^ and BC,j) 
and other higher order accurate methods (modified signed square root likelihood ratio 
statistics) with likelihood ratio statistics calibrated by bootstrap procedures and provide 
a clear view of their finite-sample properties. .Although the LLRB method for two-sided 
confidence intervals is the most accurate one in coverage probability, the resulting two-
sided confidence interval is not symmetric in the sense that the confidence level of one 
side of the interval is larger than the nominal confidence level and the confidence level 
of the other side of the interval is smaller than the nominal one. If one-sided confidence 
bounds are of interest, the PBSflLLR and PBMSRLLR methods provide better coverage 
probability when the expected number of failures exceeds 10. 
In the third paper we focus on the problem of computing simultaneous confidence 
bands, we provide methods by using the W'ald statistics with local information and the 
likelihood ratio statistics (with or without a Bartlett correction) and compare these to 
corresponding simulation or bootstrap calibrated versions of the same methods when 
data is complete or censored. The methods presented can be used to construct two-
sided simultaneous confidence bands for general continuous functions. For constructing 
one-sided sinuiltaneous confidence bands, these methods can only be applied directly to 
cdf of location-scale distributions. 
The accuracy of the resulting simultaneous confidence bands depend on the coverage 
probability of its corresponding joint confidence region. We show that in location-scale 
model, the BVV.-\.LDF, B\\'.\LDF. and BLLR methods can be used to construct joint 
confidence regions with exact coverage probability when data is complete or Type II 
censored. When data is Type I censored, only approximate joint confidence regions can 
be obtained. Our simulation study shows that the BW.A.LDF. BVV.-\,LDF. and BLLR 
methods provide accurate coverage probability when number of failure reaches 15 for 
different proportion failings. The BW.-\LDL method produces accurate coverage proba­
bility when number of failure reaches 5. 
In addition to providing guidance for practical applications, our results suggest the 
following avenues for further research. 
1. Our study leaves unanswered the question of what one should do when making 
inferences in the exceptional case when the failure number is down to 10. We see 
no easy solution to this problem. Some possibilities include 
io;i 
• Find a smoothed bootstrap distribution of MLE when sample size is small 
(less than 10). Another alternative suggested by some limited simulation 
results is to use a double bootstrap calibration. 
• Extending the censoring time of the life test to be safely and sufficiently 
beyond the time point (or proportion failing) of interest. This requires prior 
knowledge of the failure-time distribution which is not generally available. 
• Design life test experiments to result in Type II censored data. In this case, 
exact confidence interval procedures are available, but experimenters gener­
ally have to deal with time constraints in life testing and thus there may­
be resistance to such life test plans. On the other hand. Type II censoring 
provides important control over the amount of information that a life-test 
e.vperiment will provide. 
• Design life test experiments to result in multiple time-censoring (where the 
results of Robinson (I9S3) suggest that excellent large sample approxima­
tions are available from computationally intensive methods). In this case, 
constraints on time or number of units available for testing may also lead to 
resistance to such life test plans. 
• If none of the above is possible (e.g., for reasons given above or because the 
experiment has already been completed) it might be possible to make use of 
nonparametric methods (where conservative confidence intervals or bounds 
may be available if there is a sufficient amount of data). 
2. Our study has focused on the W'eibull distribution. It would be of interest to 
replicate the study for other distributions. We would expect very similar results 
for other log-locations-scale distributions such as the lognormal and the loglogistic 
distributions. 
3. It would be of interest to extend this study to other censored-data situations that 
arise in applications, including regression analysis and the analysis of accelerated 
life test data, more complicated censoring schemes like interval censoring and ran­
dom censoring, simultaneous confidence interval and bounds, intervals to compare 
two different grouped, and so on. 
I. Our examples show that the theorems we have developed can be applied to logistic 
regression and location-scale model with Type I censoring data. For other kinds of 
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censoring and distribution. Conditions (A) and (B) in Section -i.'l can be expected 
to hold when the model distribution is smooth and without overly heavy tails. 
•"). The modified likelihood ratio statistic [presented by BarndorfT-.Nelson (1986. 1991)] 
seems to provide better coverage probabilities when they are calibrated with a 
bootstrap procedure. The order of accuracy could be further e.xplored. 
6. Both BW.ALDF and BW.ALDL methods provide accurate joint confidence regions 
for the unknown parameters. We use these to provide correspondingly accurate 
simultaneous confidence bands. The open cjuestion is how well these two methods 
perform in other models. Will they still be as good as the BLLR method which 
generally has second order accuracy in coverage probability for both complete and 
censored data? 
7. .\ general method to construct one-sided simultaneous bands for a function of 
parameters still need to be explored. The challenge is to determine an appropriate 
confidence region corresponding to the desired one-sided simultaneous band. 
S. In some cases interest centers on inference for a function over some particular 
range of its arguments. For example, when the lower half of cdf is of interest [i.e.. 
<^{x:0).x < t. for some time ^], for the cdf of a location-scale distribution, we can 
construct the corresponding joint confidence regions by following arguments similar 
to those in Sections 4.3.1 and 4..'}.2 for two-sided and one-sided simultaneous bands. 
The shape of the joint confidence region depends on which part of the function is 
of interest. For general functions, more research is needed. 
lO.j 
APPENDIX A CALCULATION DETAILS FOR FINDING 
MLE AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
Calculation of MLE and CIs 
Calculation of ML Estimator 
Consider a sample of n observations with ti tr reported as exact failure times 
(suppose that '2  < r < n)  and n — r  observations censored at a common time t . . .  A 
simple expression can be derived for the VVeibull log likelihood in the i] — exp(//) and 
J = I/(T parameterization. The VVeibull ML estimates can be obtained by solving the 
following two equations: 
E'=i log(M + (" - ' ' ) tc  log(^c) 1 
J 
- - V log(/,) = 0 
r  1=1 
1=1 
Note that the first equation does not contain // and is thus easy to solve numerically for 
For more detail sec Lawless (19S2. page 170). 
Calculation of CI from log likelihood ratio (LLR) Method 









Then the 100( I — a )7t CI of 0^ is (niing-jg^-max^j-jg^.  ^ i) 
lot) 
Calculation of CI from log likelihood ratio Bartlett corrected (LLRBART) 
Method 
Suppose C = : where are the solutions of the equation (A."2.1) and the 
following equation.} 
where E { r ) '  —  ^ -2 log max5j£"(^^i. )]/2000. which is the bootstrap estimate 
of expected value of c. The 100(1 — a)% CI of 0i is (min^-^^,^-max^-^^,;-0i). 
Calculation of CI from parametric bootstrap signed-root log-likelihood 
ratio (PBSRLLR) Method 
The lower 100( 1 — a/2)V( confidence limit of Oi is the solution of the equation (A.2.1) 
and the following equation. 
sign(9, log|L(9,.9,)//;(e)|}"' = 
where • is the a/2 quantile of the distribution of 
sign(^i -  0i){-21og maXi,jL"(0i.<?-2)/£."(^ )]}' ' ' '• 
Other Methods Considered 
The graphs used to present the results of our simulation contained comparisons 
among only a subset of the confidence interval methods that we compared. Dropping 
these from our detailed comparisons did not affect our primary conclusions. We mention 
tlie other methods for completeness. 
Parametric bootstrap of LR method (PBLLR) Let R'  be the bootstrap version 
of the profile likelihood statistic R (Equation 2.1 in Section 2.3.2). Suppose ^ is the 
a quantile of the distribution of R'. The two-sided 100(1 — q)% confidence interval is 
obtained from niin{/?~'(rg-' )} and max{/?~^(rg-• )}. 
Robinson's Method Robinson (19S3) provide a parametric bootstrap method to any 
model that is transformable to location-scale form and has invariant estimators. Let 
(//.fr) l)e the .\IL estimator of (/z. t) and tp is defined as in Section 2.1. Let ^ 
and be the o quanti le  of  the distr ibution of  a ja '  and [log(/p ) — \og{ tp ) \ /a .  
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I hen confidence intervals for r r  and tp  can be calculated form ) and 
(exp(log(/p) - 5c(-..,^.,,,_^.,).exp(log(/p) -  ) )• 
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APPENDIX B THEOREMS AND METHODS USED 
Theorems Used in the Paper 
We want to obtain an expansion for the distribution of the statistic \/ng(Sn/n) 
where Sn = (-V,;. V'„). A'n is a continuous variable with means zero in R"". is a lattice 
variable mean in R.'- having minimal lattice Z'- and. and (/ is a smooth function. Let 
q = r/i  qy.  We consider  only the case c/i  >  q2.  For a  function of  (  E  we denote by 0"  
the partial derivative ) where i/ € R.^'. \u\ = ^ and u\ = Ui \... To 
formulate Lemma 1 we let — denote di k  x k positive definitive matri.x. The multivariate 
normal cdf with mean vector 0 and covariance 11 is denoted by <&v and the corresponding 
density by o^-
The expansion for yJng[Sn/n) is formulated in terms of Borel sets satisfying certain 
conditions on their boundary. The (^-boundary of a Borel set A is defined as 
(^4)^' = 6 .4. B ( x . S )  ^  .4}. 
where B ( x . S )  denotes a sphere centered at x  and with radius S .  
The following lemma is the same as Theorem I of Jensen (19S9). It establishes the 
Edgeworth expansion for the statistic \/ng(Sn/n) under fairly general conditions. 
Lemma 5 (Jensen, 1989) Suppose that  the fol lowing assumptions are satis f ied.  
( i )  T h e  r - t h  m o m e n t  o f  S n  i s  f i n i t e ,  i . e .  E|| S'n < dc, where r  = max{2.s— l . q i  + 1} 
with .s > 
( i i )  T h e r e  e x i s t  £ > 0 and r?o € N such that  for n > no and 1| (f, v) | |< f 
f n ( t . i ' )  =  
jor some function H n ( t .  r ) .  
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(Hi)  <9"//„(/ , /•  ) |u —>• > 3C and u € \L/ \  < r .  u-here i.-s  f ini te  and the 
nintris  of  second part ial  de r icatires is  negatict  def ini te .  Furthermore.  for 
n > riij and |1 [ t .c)  |1< f t h f  r - t h  o r d e r  p a r t i a l  d e r i v a t i v e  c ) ^ H n { t .  v ) . \ u \  = r. i s  
bo undid.  
( i v )  F o r  a n i j  c > 0 there exist  c > 0 and p < I such that  \d^fn( t .  v ) \  <  c p ' ^  f o r  
1^1 £ IM II> - /"'• 
( v )  F o r  a n y  ci > 0 there exist  c.c > 0. and p < 1 such that  {d"fn{ t .  i ' ) \  <  c p " ^  f o r  
k l  <  ' • • i l  I I  >  - " i -  1 ^ . 1  <  "  a n d  I I  M l <  
( c i )  g  :  — > •  w i t h  f c  <  c / i  h a s  d e r i v a t i v e s  o f  o r d e r  s  —  1 which are continuous 
in a neighborhood of  (0.  g(0.  /  '^)  = 0. 
( v i i )  T h e  q i  X  h  m a t r i x  
Do = 
c)g(-r .! j)  
dx  (O . ^Ln/n)  
has Jull  ranfc.  
Then wf have that  for anij  d > 0 there exists  a constant  c  such that  
Pr(y/ng(.K,Jn. \ ' ,Jn)  £ -A) -  J^^^,n{:)dz 
for al l  Borel  sets  .4 with )"']  < dS for every S > 0. .4.s defined in Bhattacharya 
and ( ihosh (1978).  j  is  the formal Edgeworth expansion of  the distribution 
function of  y/ng( .Xn/n.  ): 'n/ f i )  • where 
6.n(-) = OVg( -) 
5 — 2 
J = 1 
(B.l) 
and Qj i^ a polynomial  in z .  Here l io is  posi t ive def ini te  and the coeff icients  of  Qj are 
o f  o r d e r  o n e  [ 0 {  1 ) ] .  
Proof. See .Jensen (1989) Section 2. •  
Remark 2 From Remark / . . /  of  Bhattacharya and Ghosh (1978).  Qj depends only on 
the moments of  Sn- When the distribution function of  Sn continuous in the unknown 
p a r a m e t e r  0 .  Q j  w i l l  b e  a  c o n t i n u o u s  f u n c t i o n  o f f ) .  
no 
A ca-se:- of much practical importance is when g is one dimensional. Let the cumulants 
of order tu of V'n/n) be denoted by That is. 
Sargon (1976) gives the Edgeworth expansion of the statistics \ /ng{Sn/n) when the 
underlying distribution of Sn is continuous and g is a real value function. The following 
Corollary gives a similar result that the underlying distribution of Sn could be partly 
discrete. 
Corollary 1 Let g bt  a out  dimensional  function and let  .s = o.  Under the assumption 
of  Lemma 5.  the expansion to approximate the probabil i ty  Pr[\ /ng{Sn/n) < tr] becomes 
I Jl • • • Jm 0 
I c>"'log[E(e"^'"/' ')] 
with jx  j ,n  e  {I q ) .  Define 
trgji-i + E(.s'„)/n] 
0 
I 0T-i-O7-(-Q9/2-|-Q^/4tt' Qj"!"! —10 "I" "1*^6 2QiO,i -f- 6cV30.| + 12og 
(B.2) 
(T 
/  w\^  ir  
+ 10 (-) - lo­
ver/ (T 
Here the coeff icients  are given bij  
' in  — '^ '1 — lah ^ ' ihjdj '  
1 — ^jkmSj  dkdm • <^2 — ^jkmqQj gkSn^dl '  ^^3 laQab Ih-
— Qab^' ib '  ^5  — Qah^tab'  ^6  3a.bc la  lb  !c* 
— Qabc^ah' lc  ^8 — laQah^bcQcd Id '  
dy — ^adQdc^cbQba- ^10 la^ab^^b-
The sum ocer the subscript  is  omit ted for abbreviat ion.  
Proof. The result follows from Lemma o and the result in Sargon (1976). •  
Remark 3 (B.2)  can be represented as 
(t>„j (  «•)  1 ( iv]o„2 ( i v )  +  - a  1  ( a ' ) o ^ 2  ( w )  +  o  
A n n 
(B.3) 
I l l  
iclnrt  and ( l i iw) art  poli jnoininU with dtgret  2  and -5.  respectively.  \ote that  
and a2{ic]Orr2{w) art  bounded over lc .  I f  s  = 4 in Corollary B.  the expansion 
to approximate the probabil i ty  PT[y/ng(S a I  n)  < "']  becomes 
Checking Regularity Conditions 
We would like to check that the (A) Conditions hold for Ecjuation (3..32). It is clear 
that if has a z/-th derivative w.r.t. on x 21. then Condition (Al) holds. This is 
true for the SEW normal, and logistic distributions. 
For condition .\'2. we present the general formulation for location-scale distributions 
and then discuss the details for the SEW normal, and logistic distributions. 
Let = ( x ,  —  X p ) / ( T  +  U p .  then 
(B.4) 
= 0. J  > 2 .  
dxp a '  dx- 'p  
da 
dxpda^ 
{ B . o )  
. i  = l.A,- > 1. 
dxpda^ 
Let + "p denote the standardized censoring time, then 
d x p  a '  d x - j ,  
-^ = — = 0. J > 2 
dxpda^ 
.  J  =  l . k >  1. 
(B.6) 
^ =0. j > 2. A: > I. 
dxpda^ a '
 0  k  
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The partial derivatives of log likelihood function are 
c/ ' - 'U( .v , : (cr .Xp))  = S,  
o(^, + (1 — ^'i) 
1 . o'(s'.)S 
- -  +  
1 -^>(s".) 
+  ( i  - ' U  
0(^c)^  
1 - ^ ( 6 )  
[1 -  <^(^c)][-o'(^.)itSf + 




[I -  ^(^.)![o'(^.)(|^)^] - [o(6)P(i;) 
[T^IkuP ^ 
(9'--"'/(.r,:(<T. j-p)) = '3. o(f,)[o"(^,)(^P]-[o'(e.)]-(^)-
+ (1 - : 
Siniilarly. for 3 < \ i^ \  > 1. (a .  Xp))  is a function of ^.o.o .o" ,o"  ,o '  . and 
terms in the Equation (B.o). (B.6). 
SEV Distribution. For the smallest extreme value distribution. 
4>(^) = I -  exp([-exp(,^)]). o(<^) = exp{[^ - exp(0]}- o'(^) = [I -  exp(0]c>(^)-
Then Equations (B.7): 
(1 -exp(^,))-
dx p J 
1 dSi  
—+ (l-exp(e,))-:f 
cr aa 





From Ecjuations (B.5). (B.6). and (B.S). 5'° ' '/ and (5'' "'/ are linearly independent. We 
can see that all other partial derivatives d"l. 1 < \u\. are functions of exp(i^,) and the 
terms in Equations (B.-")), (B.6). Then Z, can be written as 
exp(6 ). exp(^,). (y,s^;^^xp(^,). e.xp(,^,). 6,) . 
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Because the expectations of exp((^,)"' '. 0 < j  + k .  Q < k- < [ .  are finite over an open 
set containing the true parameters, the expectations of d^L I < |//|. are finite over the 
same open set .  This  establishes Condit ion ( . \ '2) .  
Normal Distribution. For the normal distribution 
I •>,. 
O(^)  = -7=f 4>(^)  = J o(x)( lx .  
Then Ec(uations (B.7) becomes: 
S i  
ax pj  
(J  da 
+ (I — ) 
(B.9) 
F.quations (B.o). (B.G) and (B.9). rj '"-' '/. and (9'' '°'/ are linearly independent. V\'e can 
see that all of the other partial derivatives 1 < \i'\. are functions of and terms in 
(B.o) and (B.G). Then Z, can be written as 
Because the expectations of . 0 < j. are finite over an open set containing the true 
parameters, the expectations of VL I < \u\. are finite over the same open set. This 
establishes Condition (.-\.2). 
Logistic Distribution. For the logistic distribution 
1 
^ TT—£• ^  n  1  -e\2-  ^  I + (1 + e 
Then from Eciuation (B.7): 
dxpj  
(T aa 
+ (1 — ^i)  
+ (f — ) 
dx„ (B.IO) 
From Eciuation (B.5). (B.G) and (B.IO). and 3'' '"'/ arc linearly independent. We 
: 'e that all other partial derivatives d^L I < \u\ .  are functions of o{^,) .  and can sei 
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terms in the Equations (B.5) and (B.6). Then Z, can be written as 
d.o'u^,). 
Because the expectations of sf)"'• j  + k + m > 0. are finite over an open set 
containing the true parameters, the expectations of 3^1. 1 < \u\, are finite over the same 
open set. Thus Condition (.^2) liolds. 
For right censoring and a location-scale distribution with a likelihood function satis­
fying Conditions (.A.1) and (.A"2). it can be shown by using Equation (B.7) that [(Oo) = 
D[Oq) .  The calculation is straight forward, we omit the detail here. .\ 'ote that D is 
the variance-covariance matrix of score function so it is nonnegative definite. If the 
determinant of D is 0. then 
dl{Xr.{(T. . i -p))  ^/(.V,:(cr..r^)) ,d, , ^  
=  c  T  .  ( d - H )  
axp a<T 
for all possible values of .V,. where c is a constant. From Equations (B.S). (B.9). and 
(B.IO) we sec that (B.l 1) is not true for the SEV. lognormal. and loglogistic distributions. 
Thus D is positive definite. Thus Condition (.-\.3) holds. 
Methods in the Simulation Study 
This section describes some technical aspects for the different CI/CB procedures that 
we have studied in this paper. For more details, see the given references. 
Log LR method (LLR). The distribution of li' is approximately \ | . Thus an ap­
p r o x i m a t e  1 0 0 ( 1  —  q } 9 c  c o n f i d e n c e  i n t e r v a l  c a n  b e  c a l c u l a t e d  f r o m  m i n { i r ~ ' ( j j ) }  
and max{H'~'( j^)}. where H' '[•] is the inverse mapping and is the 1 — q 
quantile of \- distribution with 1 degree of freedom. 
Log LR Bartlett corrected method (LLRB). I^et Hg = H7E(ir). In general 
one must substitute an estimate for E(ir) computed from one's data. For complicated 
problems (e.g.. those involving censoring) it is necessary to estimate of E(H') by using 
simulation. Then an approximate 100(1 — a)V( confidence interval ran be obtained by 
using min{ire'[\,V„.i)]} and niax{He'[\f, 
Modified signed root log LR method (MSRLLR). BarnclorfF-Xielsen and Cox 
(199-{. pp 201-206) proved that under some regularity conditions. R\i can be approxi­
mated by normal distribution with error rate 0( when there is no censoring. Let 
/ -  log L{0) and 6 = ( l". \). where u is a scalar parameter. The M.SRLLR is defined as 
R.\r(L')  = R{L-)  + —^\og r(L-) [ R ( c )  
wher :e 
dl{9: 9.  a)  
l { 9 )  =  l { d : 9 . a ) .  1 . ^ ( 9 )  =  
do 
. l . .o{9.)  = 
d\do {6^.- .a .a)  
R  is the signed square root log likelihood ratio statistic, a is an ancillary statistic. J 
is the local information matrix of 9. and is the local information matrix of \. Let 
r,, be the q quantile of normal distribution. The 100(1 — Ck)% confidence limits can be 
obtained from (/?.\/)"'( 
Parametric transformed bootstrap-/ method (PTBT). Let g be a smooth mono­
tone fu n c tion generally chosen such that g(9i) has range on whole real line. Let 9i be the 
ML estimator of Oi and let be the bootstrap version of the .\IL estimator. Let ^ 
be the q quantile of the distribution of [g(9\)  — ' / ( ^ i ) ] •  w h e r e  i s  t h e  
bootstrap version of se[;^(6?i)]. We choose )] to be where/g is the 
local estimate of Ig. For estimating quantiles of a positive random variable we take g to 
be the log transformation. .-Vn approximate 100(1 — a)% confidence interval for 9^ can 
be computed from 5^"'{</(?,)-^^^^se[ir(0i)]} and 5-'{(/(0i) - .j^_^^_^^se[<7(0i)]}. 
Parametric bootstrap bias-corrected accelerated method (PBBCA). Efron and 
Tibshirani (1993. Section 14.3) showed an easy way to obtain BC.A. confidence intervals. 
An approximate 100(1 — a)% confidence interval is given by (^i(a,)-^1(02))• ^^'here ^i(j) 
is the a quantile of the distribution of 9^ and 
, f  ^  , -0 + -a/2 \ ^ , -0 + -l-a/2 O i = < ^ { Z 0 + -  — ;  .  Q ,  =  < ! >  C o  +  
1 — a(co + -cji) / \ 1 — a(co 
-1 / < ^i}\ ELi (^i[] -
^  =  " g  ' I -  "  =  
6[ELi(«.H|i' 
3/2-
Csually is taken to be the standard normal cdf. Here^'^,] = <?i(.V[,]). .V[,] is the original 
sample with the /th point .r, deleted. 6'q,] = 9\\^,-^/n. is the a quantile of normal 
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distribution, and B  is the number of the bootstrap samples, and 0 \ { b ) , b  = 1 B  are 
bootstrap versions of 0\. 
If there is an increasing function (the exact form need not be known) such that 
1 + ) J 
then the BC^ CI procedure is e.xact. 
Parametric bootstrap signed square root LLR method (PBSRLLR). Suppose 
that is the q quantile of the bootstrap distribution of a SRLLR statistic. R{Oi). 
Then an approximate 100(1 — a)7i confidence interval can be computed from 
min{/?~'(r,-• )./?"'(r,-- )} and max{/?~'(r,-• )}. 
Parametric bootstrap modified signed square root LLR method (PBMSR-
LLR) Let R\i be the bootstrap version of /?\/. Suppose r^-* be the a quantile of the 
distribution of R\,.T\\e 100(1 — a)% confidence limits are 
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APPENDIX C RESULTS USED FOR CONSTRUCTING 
SIMULTANEOUS BANDS 
Two-sided Simultaneous Confidence Bands 
Result 1. In a location-scale model, the lower and upper confidence curves for cjuantiles 
are the same as the upper and lower confidence curves for the cdf, if those curves are 
computed from a convex joint confidence region. 
Proof. We want to show that [?p(min)./j] and [.?p(max). p]. 0 < p < 1. are two 
curves the same as [x. maX(^.„)gK <!>((.r — i.i)f(T)\ and[j-. min(^.a.)g7; $((a- — i.i]/a)]. We 
only show the lower confidence curve case, the upper case can be obtained analogously. 
Given .V on real line, there is a. p such that .?p(ma.x) = .v. The lower confidence curve 
for is [.r. min(^ <!>( (.r — fi)/a)]. The claim will be established if we show that 
min(,,,„)gft -/i)/ ' ' ') is equal to/j. That is (?p(max)./;) = [.r. min(^.<r)e/? 
0 < /J < 1. Suppose min(,,.cr)g/?<&((.r — f . i ) /cr)  equals to po.  Clearly po < p and there 
is at least a point (/.ip^.a-p^) in TZ satisfying equation (4.6). Suppose that po is smaller 
than /;. Then it follows that —is also smaller than —«p'• This means the line that 
passes thought the point (/ipg.cTpo) (inside TZ) with intercept Xp(ma.K) is on the right of 
the tangent line of the region TZ with the same intercept ?p(max) (see Figure 4.1 for 
visual  just if icat ion).  This  is  impossible.  So we have that  po = p-
Result 2. In a location-scale model, a two-sided simultaneous confidence band B has 
the  same conf idence  lev^el  a s  i t s  cor responding  conve .x  conf idence  reg ion  TZ.  
Proof. We consider any point (po.ao) which is not in the region TZ.  Clearly there is a p 
such that the line with slope —Up passes the point if.iQ.cro} but does not cross the region 
R (see Figure 4.2 for visual justification). This implies that the point (/.iq + UpCTo.p) is 
no t  loca ted  in  the  band B. So we conclude  tha t  no  o ther  poin ts  ou ts ide  the  reg ion  TZ 
will produce a cdf which lies entirely in the band B. The band B hence has the same 
conf idence  leve l  as  the  conf idence  reg ion  TZ.  
l i s  
One-sided Simultaneous Confidence Bands 
Result 3. In a location-scale model, the confidence level of one-sided confidence band of 
the cdf is the same as the confidence level of its corresponding convex confidence region 
•Ri .  
Proof. We only show the lower confidence band case, the upper case can be obtained 
analogoush". If not in the region 'TZi. there is at least a po such that the 
line (.1 + UpgCr = passing through the point (/io-O'o) does not cross the region TZi. 
Then the number /io + "po^o is bigger than Xpo(max). This implies no other points 
outside region TZi could produce a confidence curve which lies entirely in the band 
= {(.rp(max).p) : 0 < p < 1} So the confidence level of Bi is the same as that of 'Rt. 
That is the one-sided simultaneous confidence band will be exact if the corresponding 
convex confidence region TZi posses rec(uested confidence level. 
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